After an intense struggle for the mayorship of
both the Mahikeng Local Municipality and
that of Ngaka Modiri Molema District
municipality, the popular Khumalo
Molefe finally won the battle when
he was inaugurated as executive
mayor of the District municipality
in Mahikeng this week. The newly
elected Executive Mayor, Cllr
Molefe, joined the Executive Mayor
of Mahikeng Local Municipality,
Cllr Tshepiso Mphehlo, and hit the
ground running when yesterday
(Wednesday) they visited the
Mmabatho Water Treatment Plant.
The objective was to assess the state
of the plant in an endeavour to come
up with a long lasting solution that
would enable the provision
of quality water to local
communities.
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R1 000 prize-money for young artists to be won!

Picture:www

MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: For young aspiring artists of 12 years or younger, Mafikeng Mail offers
yet another opportunity to earn handy spending money for the Christmas Holidays. Entry forms – a blank
space - will be published in Mafikeng Mail’s Christmas supplement on December 9.
Please note that only artworks on original entry forms or younger may enter and that a head and shoulders
will be accepted. Submit your entries at Reception at the photograph of the artists MUST be made available to
offices of Mafikeng Mail in 13 Martin Street, Galleria Mafikeng Mail as soon as the winner is announced.
Arcade Shop 1& 2 Mahikeng. Prize-money of R1 000
Should a photograph not be available, the prize-money
in cash can be won.
would be forfeited and another winner would be chosen.
The closing date of the art competition is 19 December Be on the lookout for entry forms in Mafikeng Mail on
and the winner will be announced in the last edition of December 9 and who knows – you could enjoy an ever
Mafikeng Mail on December 22, 2021.
better holiday than you have anticipated! Get your copy
All that is required is that artists of only 12 years of Mahikeng Mail on December 9, and get winning.

Awarded for sanitary towel
campaign drive 2021
Rellow Charity Foundation received a certificate from Kebonang Secondary School in Mahikeng for the Sanitary
towels campaign Drive 2021 as a token of appreciation to the Foundation. The Founder of the Foundation,
Tshwarelo Mahalepa said”, “I am deeply pleased and honoured to receive this Certificate of Appreciation from
Kebonang. I’d
like to express my
sincere thanks to
all the people who
made this campaign
a success”.
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DA congratulates
newly elected caucus
Single whip Monametsi Moe�

Council Speaker Cllr Gagoangwe Mathe

The DA in Mahikeng, under the leadership of Freddy Sonakile (Member of the Provincial Legislature),
wishes to congratulate its newly elected caucus serving in the Mahikeng Local Municipality. From
the le� is Thabo Selepe, Revela�on Mange (Caucus Leader), Neo Mabote (Whip), Arista Annandale
(seconded to the Ngaka Modiri Molema District Municipality) and Kopano Gaebee. Me Annandale
is a former journalist of the Mahikeng Mail. The DA is conﬁdent that this team of commi�ed
councillors will get things done!

ANC Chief Whip
applauds new Mahikeng
Executive Mayor

Chief Whip of the African Na�onal Congress (ANC) in the North West Provincial
Legislature, Paul Sebegoe pictured with the longest serving member of the research
team for the ANC Caucus, Tshepiso Mphehlo who was elected as Execu�ve Mayor of
Mahikeng Local Municipality.

MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: The Chief Whip of the African National Congress
(ANC) in the North West Provincial Legislature, Paul Sebegoe on Tuesday congratulated
the longest serving member of the research team for the ANC Caucus, Tshepiso Mphehlo
on his election as Executive Mayor of Mahikeng Local Municipality.
“The intellectual depth, analytical skills councillors across various municipalities on
as well as experience in legislative oversight their elections.
and accountability that Executive Mayor
“Our communities expect nothing less
Councillor Mphehlo had honed during the from them than improved and accelerated
seven year he had served the ANC Caucus service delivery from them in order to
in the legislature as a researcher for the deepen transformation as well to make
social cluster gives us conﬁdence that he citizens’ experience of it a fulﬁlling one,”
will execute the enormous task that lies underscored Sebegoe.
ahead of him with focus and concomitant
He added that democracy is given
passion,” emphasised Sebegoe.Sebegoe practical meaning when municipalities
wished Mphehlo who had also served as which are the coalface of service delivery are
the Deputy Chairperson of the National functional and responsive to the wishes and
Education Health and Allied Workers Union aspirations of the electorate. “Cooperation
(NEHAWU) in the provincial legislature and and collaboration for the successful
South African Students Council (SASCO) implementation of the District Delivery
leader well. “His humility and unassuming Model will be key for those deployed
character give us conﬁdence that this selﬂess, to serve our communities because when
hardworking patriot, dedicated public service municipalities fail, all other policy intentions
cadre and principled leader will serve with which are supposed to improve the quality
integrity and make us proud,” he stressed.
and better the lives of our communities are
He also congratulated all troikas and frustrated,” he added.

Execu�ve Mayor Cllr Tshepiso Mphehlo
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Young
blood in
office
MAHIKENG MAILMAHIKENG:
Mahikeng Local
Mucipality held its
ﬁrst Council Setting
after the 2021 Local
Government Elections
this week.
The council elected
its new Executive
Mayor Cllr, Tshepiso
Mphehlo; Council
Speaker Cllr
Gagoangwe Mathe
and Single Whip , Cllr
Monametsi Moeti as its
Municipal Troika.
Mahikeng Local
Municipality
Management, Workers
and Unions have
congratulated the three
leaders and oﬃcially
welcome them to the
municipality. They
pledged their undying
support and cooperation
in moving the
municipality forward
and deliver the much
needed eﬃcient and
eﬀective service to the
people of Mahikeng.
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Ear to the ground - Insulted
It is an intuitive approach to life that the demise
of those who had earlier contributed to our misery
and caused us pain will trigger a mixed frisson of
anger, disappointment, and excitement.
South Africans recently had to deal with the
passing on of two perpetrators of apartheid. The
most popular one was
that of former
President, F.W
De Klerk,
who was
laid to
rest last
week. It

By Ofentse Morwane

inevitably got tongues wagging. Emotions went
high from various sectors.
The other is that of retired apartheid police ,Joao
Rodrigues, who died two months ago. He was a
popular figure in the murder of former apartheid
activist, Ahmed Timol, at the John Vorster Police
Station (Johannesburg Central Police) in October
1971. Timol died after he had plunged from a
window on the tenth floor of the John Vorster
Square Police Station. The Supreme Court of
Appeal’s (SCA) had ruled in July this year that
Rodrigues, should be prosecuted in relation to the
murder of slain political activist Timol. This was
after the family of Timol had been engaged in a
protracted battle in pursuit of justice to know the
truth about the death of their loved one.
There are obvious similarities in both cases denial and insult to the black majority. De Klerk
had for the rest of his life refused to accept that
apartheid was a crime against humanity. He did
not accept that apartheid was evil and refused
to take responsibility for the massacre of black
people during the apartheid era. He conveniently
wanted to forget that he presided over the
inheritance of racism that brutalised our people.
Instead, he attempted to abuse our generosity
with his imagination that he ended apartheid.
Nonsense. He had no choice at that time. We
all know that. Instead of openly and wholeheartedly apologising to black people, he waited

in real life and death

for his death and released a recorded video of
apology through his foundation. What an insult
to the black people? Former apartheid police,
Rodrigues, took to the grave with a secret of how
Timol was murdered and as he was the last person
in a room with him before his plunged to his death.
For years, he had been avoiding prosecution
taking this matter to the different courts. In
2019, the Johannesburg High Court dismissed
Rodrigues’s application for a permanent stay out
of prosecution. The Timol family thought he will
have his day in court when the Supreme Court of
Appeal ruled that he must face prosecution.
He never wanted to take responsibility and tell
South Africans what happened in that room that
led to Timol flying out of the window from the
tenth floor. We all know the dirty tactics applied by
the apartheid security police. I had an opportunity

recently to speak to Imtiaz Cajee, Timol’s nephew
who had been tirelessly leading the family to seek
justice. He was devasted by the news that the
82-years old Rodrigues had passed on. As a result,
the truth will never be known. He also published a
book last year, which I had an opportunity to read,
called – The Murder of Ahmed Timol: My search
for the Truth Just like De Klerk, the developments
in the Rodrigues case post his death is what got
many of us flabbergasted. Suddenly, his lawyers
have written to the Constitutional Court that they
are ready for the case. How so when they have
been avoiding prosecution all the years? The truth
is majority of the white people are not apologetic
and bothered about how apartheid really affected
million of black people. As insulting as it is, we
must not be derailed in our efforts to build a better
country for all.

Dear Fellow South Africans

Comment

ANC ends-up
on the ropes
The change that has been sought by many
South Africans in the country’s political front
finally became true for the millions who have
been highly critical of the African National
Congress during the more than 27 years under
the rule of the liberation movement.
The rude awakening that left the majority of
the ANC and their leadership experienced in the
“biggest shock of their lives” saw the ruling party
lose all mayor metros in Gauteng forcing them to
rely on junior municipalities across the country.
Having lost their hold on those metros and
several hung municipalities, the outcome
of the November 1 elections will mean that
the movement having been relegated to the
opposition benches will have to try to regroup
and try again.
The move initiated by the Economic Freedom
Fighters (EFF) who together with the leadership
of Action SA worked with the Democratic
Alliance (DA) to oust the ANC was so shocking
that it even left supporters of the three parties
perplexed.
The trio who were the main players in the
downfall of the ANC have clearly been involved
in secret talks plotting the demise of the ruling
party. It is obvious that the three have deep hatred
for the Cyril Ramaphosa-led movement and all
these leaders have openly expressed how they
feel about the ANC leadership.
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All DA mayors who were this week
inaugurated to lead the national opposition party
for the next five years were however cautious
that their party might have to maintain a clear
balance if they hope to remain in power.
They are aware that the ANC might give them
a tough time in the municipalities. The now
opposition ANC party in the local government
structures have vowed to come out with guns
blazing in their attempts to regain their leadership
in the municipalities.
While the DA, EFF and Action SA
implemented their agreements to relegate the
ANC to opposition benches this week, political
observers warned that establishing formal
coalition agreements could be difficult based
on the highly diverse political believes between
the group. While most South Africans support
coalition arrangements, some argue that these
usually end up with tensions between parties
and often lead to collapsed talks. This situation
has resulted in political observers predicting
instability in especially the metros which are
lucrative set-ups for any political party.
The majority of the parties had by this week
not yet finalised their coalition arrangements
and were expected to round off these within
the next week which would open the way for
service delivery programmes to kick-start in all
municipalities.

Comment by Bobby Saul of 13 Martin Street, Galleria Arcade, Mafikeng.

If a nation’s character can be judged by how it treats
women and children, then we are falling desperately
short.
A week before the launch of the annual 16 Days
of Activism for No Violence against Women and
Children, the latest crime statistics released by the
South African Police Service (SAPS) show an
increase in rapes, domestic violence, and, perhaps
most worryingly, in child murders.
In just three months, between July and September
2021, 9,556 people, most of whom were women,
were raped. This is 7% more than in the previous
reporting period.
Of the nearly 73,000 assault cases reported
during this period, more than 13,000 were domestic
violence-related. The rate of child murders has
climbed by nearly a third compared to the previous
reporting period.
These statistics are shameful. We are in the grip
of a relentless war being waged on the bodies of
women and children that, despite our best efforts,
shows no signs of abating. We have said before that
the violence perpetrated by men against women is the
second pandemic that our country must confront, and
like the COVID-19 pandemic it can be overcome if
we all work together. As government, we have a duty
and responsibility to devote the necessary resources
to combat crimes of gender-based violence.
Since the launch of the National Strategic Plan to
Combat Gender-based Violence and Femicide (NSP)
in 2020, there have been a several interventions to
respond to GBV. This includes far-reaching legislative
reform, support to survivors through the provision
of evidence kits at police stations and psycho-social
services, the establishment of a GBVF Fund and
supporting the network of Thuthuzela and Khuseleka
Care Centres.
The SAPS has indicated we are making progress
in reducing the significant backlogs in DNA analysis,
which is crucial to securing justice for survivors of
sex crimes. The SAPS also operates 134 GBV desks
at police stations around the country and is in the
process of establishing more.
As work continues to implement all the pillars of
the NSP, we must ask hard questions of ourselves as
a people. When we hold a mirror up to ourselves, do
we see the proud, resilient, peaceful and freedomloving South Africans we aspire to be? Every year
when November comes around, we make pledges to
end violence against women and children. We take
part in marches, attend mass mobilisation events,
and wear regalia emblazoned with powerful slogans
like “Sekwanele: Enough is Enough”. But what we
have observed over the years is that most of those
who take part in the 16 Days of Activism are women
and children, those most affected by and concerned
about GBV. This needs to change. Gender-based
violence is, after all, a problem of male violence. It is
predominantly men who are rapists. It is mainly men
who are perpetrators of domestic violence. Because

it is men who are the main perpetrators, it should be
men taking the lead in speaking out and reporting
gender-based violence, in raising awareness, in peer
education and in prevention efforts. It should be men
in positions of authority in our educational system,
whether as school principals, educators or lecturers,
who should be making schools and places of higher
learning safe spaces for female learners and students,
and never, ever abusing their position of authority to
demand sexual favours. Men should also be playing
a more formative and present role in their families,
particularly in raising their sons to exhibit healthy,
positive masculinity that is respectful of women and
children. Communities and community organisations
must work with government to implement
interventions that redefine masculinity so that we
raise men with empathy, tolerance and respect. Just
as ending gender-based violence cannot be the state’s
responsibility alone, the onus cannot be on women
and children to end the shocking levels of violence
and abuse being visited upon them.
South African men need to play a greater role in
preventing GBV. They need to understand what
constitutes gender-based violence, especially sexual
violence. The latest crime stats show nearly 4,000
people were raped in their homes or that of the
perpetrator, and in 400 reported rape cases the victim
and perpetrator had a relationship. This suggests that
some men do not understand that sexual activity
without explicit consent is a crime.
Men must respect their wives and girlfriends and
understand that being in an intimate partner relationship
is never a justification for domestic violence. If each
man gathers two men and the three pledge to never
rape a woman, never lay a hand on a woman and hold
each other accountable to this pledge, we can start to
seriously tackle gender-based violence in our country.
This year’s 16 Days of Activism campaign aims to
shift from awareness to accountability and create an
environment for men to play a greater role in GBVF
prevention. It is not enough to intervene only once
perpetrators have entered the criminal justice system.
We have to prevent gender-based violence before it
happens. I call on all South African men, young and
old, city dwellers and rural dwellers, modernists and
traditionalists, married and unmarried, to be part of
the prevention efforts that are sorely needed in homes
and in our communities. By refusing to condone
violence against women and children, by not being
party to it yourself and by reporting such acts, you
are setting an example to your fellow men, especially
to young men and boys. You will be sending a clear
sign that neither kinship, friendship or loyalty can be
an excuse for not standing up for the rights of women
and children. Let us work together as one to ensure
that this year’s 16 Days of Activism campaign is
meaningful, that it moves beyond mere words, and
that it results in real change in the lives of South
Africa’s women and children.
With best regards, President Cyril Ramaphosa
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“NW education administrator arrested for
VBS scandal must be withdrawn” SANCO
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: The South African National Civic Organisation
(SANCO) in the North West on Thursday called for the immediate withdrawal of the
administrator deployed to the province by the Department of Basic Education(DBE)
describing his deployment as scandalous.
This follows the arrest of the said official, officer (CFO) from Fetakgomo Tubatse
Johannes Motlhala in connection with his Local Municipality in Limpopo, as well as a
alleged involvement with the Venda Building 41-year-old owner of a private business.
Society(VBS) saga.   
According to the Hawks, the trio arrested
” We take strong exception that the national at their Pretoria residences had allegedly
intervention team could have included such a contravened the Municipal Finance
dubious character as this suggests that earlier Management Act (MFMA) by investing
concerns about the administrator’s alleged R230 million municipal funds belonging to
preference of service providers from outside the Fetakgomo Tubatse Local Municipality
the province were not possibly misplaced with VBS Mutual Bank.
and without basis, ” remarked SANCO
The three suspects
were charged
Provincial Chairperson, Paul Sebegoe.
with corruption, money laundering and
The 57-year-old former municipal contravention of section 173 of the. Municipal
manager who was deployed by the DBE Finance Management Act(MFMA) when
as an administrator for the North West they appeared in the Pretoria Specialised
provincial education department was Commercial Crimes Court on Wednesday.
arrested last Tuesday by the Hawks together
Sebegoe decried the fact that a possible
with a 39-year-old former chief financial looter was deployed to the province and the

North West Provincial
Government Delegation
Meets North West Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
MAFIKENG MAIL – KLERKSDORP - A delegation of the North West Provincial
Government, led by Premier Bushy Maape recently met with North West Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (NWCoCI), led by Chairperson, Nick Setsetse.
The primary objective of the meeting was forward to building that partnership into the
to engage on issues of service delivery and future” Premier Maape said.
find lasting solutions to challenges of socioSetsetse shared a similar sentiment. He
economic concern bedeviling the economic insisted that the meeting would solidify
growth and development of the province.
relations between government and business
There was broad consensus between the and will usher better economic prospects for
parties that the province was facing a number the province. “We welcome the fact that the
of challenges part of which have been Premier, accompanied by the relevant MECs,
exacerbated by the ramifications of Covid-19 has taken the time to meet with us and to chart
on the provincial economy.
a course forward for supporting business in the
While one of the primary roles of government common cause of economic growth and job
was to create a tangible environment for creation. We have been given an opportunity
business to thrive the two parties agreed to work to put our issues squarely on the table, and
hand in glove to create job opportunities for we are confident that we will be able to join
the people of North West and fight the scourge with government in dealing with our economic
of unemployment and poverty confronting challenges. Government has offered us it’s
the province. Premier Maape has made a hand and we will take that hand in moving
commitment to build a solid relationship with forward” remarked Setsese.
the Chamber. “We are not sweeping anything
As a way forward the parties agreed that a
under the carpet. We recognize that there have Task Team including the Economic Sector
been a number of problems that have impacted and MEC for GOGTA would be set up and
negatively on business in the province. This this would be supported by a technical team
issue, of course, is how we resolve these of HODs who would develop an Action
in such a way that we can jointly give an Plan to address issues raised by business in
impetus to economic growth and job creation, the meeting. It was also agreed that business
with an emphasis on youth employment. We would be incorporated into processes for the
appreciate the constructive manner in which establishment of the District Development
the NWCoCI has raised issues and we look Model in the North West.

department with the biggest budget without
vetting clearance as the exercise could have
flagged the arrested suspect as a risk.
“The objective to restore good governance
and confidence in public institutions was
severely compromised in the choice of
an individual shrouded in corruption
allegations,” he suggested.
He added that the turn of events could
indicate that the said Motlhala may not have
been adequately experienced in provincial
education administration hence over R200
million in infrastructure grant was underspent
under his leadership,” he stressed.

Sebegoe said that communities in the
province cannot afford another looting spree
which denies them quality services.   
The National Treasury had earlier in the
year reported that R2,3 billion is believed
to have been squandered on dodgy tenders
while the provincial department was under
Section 100 administration.
The Special Investigating Unity and the
Hawks were said to have set their sights on
corrupt tenders in which billions were lost
and, in some instances, no service or goods
delivered while the suspect was overseeing
the running of the affairs of the department.
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Miss SA 2020 leaves for Miss World competition
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: Despite all the hullaballoo around the participation the opportunity to shine on the international
of Shudufhadzo Musida, the 2021 Miss South Africa, in the Miss World pageant, Musisa stage: “I have put everything into my Miss
left this weekend to participate in the Miss World competition in Israel next month. World preparations.
My Miss South Africa journey enabled me
As Miss South Africa 2020, Musida will
Twenty-five-year-old Musida, who hails to share my story and now I want to connect
be taking part in the 70th edition of the Miss from Limpopo, will be representing South and inspire people all over the world. That is
World pageant with the finale to be held on Africa against contestants from 109 other such an important platform to me because
December 16 in San Juan, Puerto Rico where countries in the competition, which is the essence of who I am is wanting to lead a
Toni-Ann Singh of Jamaica will crown her watched by millions of people worldwide. life of service. Miss World’s cornerstone is
successor at the end of the event. Musida –
Musida’s Miss World Beauty With A Beauty With A Purpose which is what I stand
who relinquished her title earlier this year – Purpose project will focus on mental for. So I am excited to take what I focused
will be representing South Africa at the Miss health awareness, something she promoted on throughout my reign to an international
World pageant because the 2020 competition throughout her Miss South Africa reign. audience. My goal has always been to advance
was postponed due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Musida is delighted that she will finally have mental health awareness globally,” she says.
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“Since being crowned I have been collaborating
closely with Miss South Africa Organisation
creative director Werner Wessels to understand
the essence of what Miss World is all about
and what they expect from the contestants.
I have been meeting with an incredible team
of designers for outfit fittings, as well has
having runway and makeup training and I have
watched a number of previous shows too.”
Said Wessels, who will be accompanying
Musida to South America: “She has been
working hard and is ready to take to the Miss
World stage. Shudu is going to do South Africa
proud!”
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Meet the new Ditsobotla
Local Trioka Municipality
From left to right - Cllr Mpho Lekabe (Speaker) Cllr Mercy Mokgothu (Mayor ) Cllr Kgotso
Montshojang (Council Whip).
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“Goodbye my dear,” Ralph Mabe
whispers to his deceased wife.
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KINGJAMES 54378E

Understandably, popular business-owner,
Ralph Mabe was very emotional when he
paid his last respects to his wife, Gadifele
“Gadi” Cordelia Mabe at the Living Waters Church in Itsoseng Township near
Lichtenburg on Tuesday where hundreds of
mourners had gathered to bid Gadi farewell. Once at the local cemetery, as leader
of the family, Mabe had to put forward a
brave appearance to assure his children
and other family members that “everything
will be Ok”. With his emotions well under
control, Mabe seem to have managed to get
through to his family members who instead
of wild, uncontrolled and loud crying, sat
motionless while sobbing quietly as the
pure white casket carrying the remains of
their mother, sister, niece was lowered into
the grave marking her final resting place.
The very emotional burial was marked by
the unusual opening of the casket when
Mabe leading a few very close family members bid Gadi goodbye by placing red roses
on her breast in the casket.
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Question: A family member passed away from Covid-19. Can I make
a claim from my funeral plan?
Answer: “Since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, thousands of families
have lost loved ones, often without much warning. It is an extremely
heart-breaking situation and is very stressful and emotional.
Covering the costs for their passings could be difficult if the funds are
not readily available, especially if you need to say goodbye to more than
one loved one at one time. This could land you in a challenging financial
situation when costs need to be covered quickly, but there is not
enough money.
Without a funeral plan, you or your family will be liable for these costs,
which can add further strain to a difficult time. Turning to debt is often
seen as the only option as funerals can cost as much R100 000.
With proper financial planning, whereby you take out a funeral plan, if
this circumstance happens to you, you will be covered for your and your

family’s passings – providing you have had your funeral plan in place for
six months. This is called the waiting period and applies to every policy that
is taken out. The only exemption is for accidents, where the waiting period
doesn’t apply. Covid-19 deaths are considered natural deaths and thus the
waiting period applies.
Given this, it is advised to have cover in place should the unexpected
happen, much like you’d prepare in advance for any other passing. With
the pandemic having been around since March 2020, and with no sign of
it leaving soon, it is wise to get your financial house in order now, to cover
any losses within your family that may happen in the future.
If you have completed the waiting period, you can put in a claim
immediately following the Covid-19 passing, providing you submit
the following documents:
• Death certificate
• The deceased’s and beneficiary’s identity documents
• Beneficiary’s or policyholder’s bank statement or bank confirmation letter
stating where the funds will be paid

• Medical practitioner competed BI-1663 form
• Police report if death was an accident
Should you wish to change insurers to Sanlam, and have completed their
six month waiting period, you can do so and will receive immediate cover
to the same value as your previous insurer.
Once your claim is approved, you could receive the pay-out in just four
hours. This immediately provides the funds to make the funeral’s necessary
arrangements e.g. to pay for the funeral parlour, the casket, groceries and
accommodation. This ensures that the person who has passed suddenly
from Covid-19 receives a dignified send-off.”
Sanlam is a Licensed Financial Services Provider. Terms and conditions apply.
Excludes Sanlam Employee Benefits Funeral Insurance.
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Festival success a boost for North West movie industry
By Vusi Kama

for writers in the country. Her screenwriting
credits include Scandal, Generations, Diep
City, Lockdown, Greed & Desire, The
Throne and Emoyeni.
“As the Writers Guild of South Africa,
we try to reach out to writers beyond the
traditional filmmaking provinces such as the
Western Cape, Gauteng and KwaZulu Natal.
We seek to empower screenwriters and
interact with them”. She was complimentary
of the Festival. “In fact, we need more such
movie events in the North West. Industry
stakeholders need to collaborate more. Am
pleased that the Acsr joined the party and
played its role in the industry around the
Province’’. MEC for Acsr, Virginia Tlhapi,
said her Department was keen to see more
movie makers in the Province benefit from
their craft, hence the support to the RFF.
“The industry is worth hundreds of millions
of rands and we want our filmmakers to
be part of the action,’’ said Tlhapi. “The
arts should be seen as a job-creator and a

contributor to the economy. The RFF is one
of the catalysts to that.
’’Now it is up to the filmmakers who
benefited from RFF 2021 to go out there and
make films in and about the Province.’’
Award-winning documentary filmmaker,
Enver Samuel, was also there to give a
Masterclass on his craft. His documentary
on the assassination of ANC representative
in France - Dulcie September - during the
Apartheid era was one of the films shown
during the Festival. Murder in Paris has won
many international awards.
“The Rustenburg Film Festival is growing
in leaps and bounds,’’ he commented on
the sidelines of the event. “It is critically
important that a region like the North West
gets to host a premier event like the RFF as it
encourages and stimulates interest in the TV
and Film industry.
‘’The RFF should be afforded all the
support they can get from the government.
Kudos to the RFF for flying the flag high.’’

MAHIKENG MAIL-RUSTENBURG: With the resounding success of the Rustenburg
Film Festival (RFF) recently, all indications are that the movie industry in the North
West was on an upward trajectory.
The Province has fast claiming its stake in benefited from the three-day event. During
the country’s multi-million-dollar trade.
the Festival, they were exposed to a wide
In its second year under its new identity range of subjects on movie making. These
(previously it was the Bojanala Film Week), included “North West as a Film Destination”,
the RFF has already gone the international movie directing, scriptwriting, music in
route, attracting attention from as far as the movies, fundamentals of movie production
USA, Brazil, Britain, Spain, Cameroon, and micro-budget filmmaking.
Ghana, Uganda, Kenya and Botswana.
“This year we went bigger and bolder.
The Festival comprised Masterclasses and Firstly, we made a huge leap from 10
screenings at Ster Kinekor.
workshops and talks last year to 22, which
The RFF was supported by the Department included in-depth masterclasses that
of Arts, Culture, Sports and Recreation accepted a maximum of 20 people each,
(Acsr), as the main sponsor.
owing to Covid regulations,’’ said Festival
About 100 young and budding filmmakers Director and founder, Kea Malao. The RFF
opened a call for
submission of films
in May, with around
400 filmmakers
responding from
around the globe.
One of the
Festival participants
was Mahikeng
scriptwriter Tshenolo
Mabale. In her
capacity as the
Vice Chair of the
Writers Guild of
South Africa, she
gave a talk on her
craft and what her
MEC Tlhapi and Acsr Chief Director for Arts and Culture Thabo
organisation does

Mabe at one of the screenings at the Rustenburg Film Festival.

Mahikeng movie scriptwriter Tshenolo
Mabale was one of the participants at
the Rustenburg Film Festival

The youth taking over
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: The local government elections of the year 2021 came with a new political
spectrum of selecting and electing fresh blood for mayoral positions, speakers and chief whips in the North West
provinces.
The youth have dominated the ranks after being hope of ushering in ood governance in municipalities.
appointed into these key role positions to accelerate The never ending challenges of service delivery in water,
service delivery to the people. One must admit through the housing, proper sanitation, electricity, the fixing of roads
new dawn , South Africans have welcomed the realisation and building proper infrastructure will soon be a thing of
that the newly elected youth are taking the lead and are the past. Many more communities are looking forward
representing local communities in these municipalities. to an end of uncontrolled corruption, maladministration
Much more is expected from the youth to transform North and mismanagement of funds in municipalities and are
West municipalities which entities have long been under hoping for clean governance that is open, transparent and
administration. In is common knowledge that many South accountable to the public. Based on the poor performance
Africans went to the polls on November 1 to elect their of local municipalities, communities believe that the
preferred political parties and candidates to lead their newly appointed youthful candidates will succeed in
municipalities for the next coming five years with the transforming these municipalities.
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North West surpasses the 1.5 million
milestone of vaccinated people
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: The North West Health MEC Madoda Sambatha has commended the
Province’s effort in the COVID-19 vaccination rollout.
The Province has managed to surpass a milestone of continues to play a leading role,” Sambatha said.
1.5 million vaccinated people by Sunday, November 21.
The milestone means that the Province has now
The Province attributed the milestone to a strong vaccinated 39.58% of its population ahead of
social mobilisation and outreach programme that was led Mpumalanga, Kwazulu Natal, Gauteng when compared
by the Provincial Command Council and supported by by percentage against the total target population. The
key stakeholders including traditional leaders, churches, North West Province aims to vaccinate 2.69 million
municipalities, businesses, mining houses, farmers, people to achieve population immunity.
labour federations and civil society at large.
Now that the R100 voucher has been extended to 50+,
MEC Sambatha said that the role of civil society and all the senior citizens are urged to take the opportunity
leaders of various sectors was key in ramping up the and be vaccinated. All health professionals in the
numbers. “We can attribute the increase in the number Province are also encouraged to take up the coronavirus
of vaccinated people to commitment and involvement of (COVID-19) J&J booster vaccine dose which improves
diverse stakeholders and the intensive Vooma Weekend protection against COVID-19 and increases protection
Vaccination programme. While we still have a long way against getting seriously ill.
to go, today I am happy that we managed to vaccinate 1
Meanwhile MEC Sambatha has cautioned the citizens
505 056 people,” said MEC Sambatha
of the province to be vigilant against possible fourth
The Province also appreciates the outreach campaigns wave as epidemiologist and disease outbreak experts
that the National leadership has provided over the warned that the Covid-19 fourth wave might surface in
Vooma Vaccination Weekend. There are more Vooma the coming festive season. Experts are looking at signs
Vaccination Weekends planned to intensify and ensure in Gauteng which suggests that there was a reason to be
convenient access to vaccination for the citizens of the concerned and take the necessary precaution before it’s
Province.
too late because the North West Province shared border
“I congratulate the Provincial Command Council led with Gauteng.
by Premier Kaobitsa Bushy Maape for it’s leadership
“As we approach the festive season I urge our people
and cohesion on the Vooma Weekend Vaccination to be responsible. Let us avoid unnecessary travel,
campaign. Since the activation of the Vooma Weekend avoid parties, funerals and other social gatherings. Let
Vaccination Programme, the North West Province has us ensure social distancing, wear a mask, sanitise and
made significant strides and the honourable Premier vaccinate,” said MEC Sambatha
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Sixteen Days of Activism
against Gender Based Violence
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: Sixteen Days of Activism
against Gender Based Violence is an annual international
campaign that kicks - off today (Thursday) under the
theme “Moving from Awareness to Accountability.”
Glencore in partnership with The Department of Mineral
Resources and Energy (DRME) and the Women In Mining
Advisory Committee (MHSC)
launches an awareness
campaign of zero tolerance against the abuse of women and
children within the South African Mining Industry and in host
communities. Glencore Ferroalloys has send out an invitation
to South Africans as they officially kickstart their 16 Days of
Activism Against Gender Based Violence campaign in their
host communities. On the day, Glencore Ferroalloys as well as
other mining houses in the Rustenburg area will announce some
of the key projects they will be rolling out in the fight against
GBVF related crimes
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Rosho tables Provincial Adjustment Budget
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: Following the recent tabling of the Medium Term
Budget and Policy Statement (MTBPS) by Minister of Finance, Enoch Godongwana,
North West MEC for Finance, Motlalepula Rosho also exercised legislative imperative
and tabled the Provincial Adjustment Budget for the 2021/22 Financial Year as
stipulated by Section 31 (1) of the Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999.
Section 31 (2) stipulates that an adjustment budget; the shifting of funds between
budget of a province may only provide for and within votes or to follow transfer
the appropriation of funds that have become of functions in terms of section 42; the
available to the province; unforeseeable utilisation of savings under a main division
and unavoidable expenditure recommended within a vote for the defrayment of excess
by the provincial Executive Council of the expenditure under another main division
province within a framework determined within the same vote in terms of section 43;
by the Minister; any expenditure in terms and the roll-over of unspent funds from the
of section 25; money to be appropriated for preceding financial year.
expenditure already announce by the MEC
“The adjustment budget comes almost
for Finance during the tabling of the annual a month following our country’s sixth

democratic local government elections,
the results of which demonstrated voter
frustrations with the level of service
delivery, and this is a clarion call to all of
us that we need to strengthen and capacitate
this coalface local sphere so that the impact
of government service delivery is felt by all.
Furthermore, the budget aims to respond
and address the economic and social
ravages caused by the novel Coronavirus
(COVID-19) by allocating funds where
there’s a greatest need thus rebuilding our
country’s battered economy and setting it to
economic recovery and growth.” said MEC
Rosho.

Vaccine grocery
vouchers extended
to over 50s
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: The Department of Health has extended
the offer of R100 grocery vouchers to people in their 50s who receive their
first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine from 18 November 2021.
This comes after the department 8 135 redeemed to date. “We have
announced that during November, also not seen a significant uptick in
R100 vouchers, redeemable at the vaccinations among the over 60s,”
Shoprite group of food retailers, Harrison said. For older people in
would be offered to people aged 60 particular, Harrison said vaccination
and older. However, the department’s may determine whether families spend
Vaccination Demand Task Team Lead, their festive season visiting relatives
Dr David Harrison, said the uptake of in hospital or even attending funerals.
the coupons has been poor, with only “We are only two weeks in and it

may be that the message takes time
to filter down to everyone. However,
we don’t have the luxury of time with
the fourth wave approaching and must
adapt our strategy quickly if it doesn’t
seem to be having the desired effect,”
he stressed. The data shows that
almost two-thirds of people over 60
years have been vaccinated. “For this
reason, the department plans to test
the expansion of the offer to people in
their 50s as well.”

Portfolio
committee
pleased
MAHIKENG
MAIL-MAHIKENG:
The Chairperson of the Portfolio
Committee on Public Works and Roads,
Community Safety and Transport
Management was happy with the
quality and upgrading of road D1263
route from Brits to Sonop as well as the
rehabilitation and reseal of road Z640
in Madidi.
This was during the Oversight Week
that took place at the Bojanala District.
The program aims to take the Legislature
to the people to strengthen oversight
and public participation and to promote
accountability and transparency in
government.
The committee noted with concern the
increasing number of incidents where
some members of the community and; or
organised crime exploit and hijack projects
for their benefit using volatile methods.
“It is concerning to see a trend
where tangible projects meant to serve
community members being hijacked by
unlawful citizens. Project are halted due
to this criminal tendency thus bearing a
negative impact on the good work of the
government,” said Medupi
Police fail to intervene, leading the
department to terminate projects such as
one case of a road between Madibeng and
Moretele where two (2) contractors were
held at gunpoint and one case in Itsoseng
when an engineer was stabbed.
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Maape calls for patching of
all roads before December
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: Executive Management and Office of the
MEC, Gaoage Molapisi, had a one-on-one interaction with Premier Bushy Maape,
Director General Paul Mogotlhe, Administrator Sbusiso Mpanza and their advisers
in Mahikeng recently.
Department was instructed to patch maintenance of Garona Building and
potholes in all the roads in the capital other government owned buildings in
Mahikeng including streets in all suburbs Mahikeng.
in Mmabatho by December 15. This to
The give instructions that the department
be done in collaboration with Mahikeng must fast track the acquisition of office
Local Municipality
accommodation in the capital by prioritising
The meeting agreed that the provincial the outright purchase of available office
administration should improve the accommodation space, from entities
landscaping, cleanliness and regular currently owning either wholly, or in part

office accommodation dating back from
the former Bophuthatswana bantustan
administration.
They also called on Molapisi’s
department to address concerns by client
departments and correct the narrative
that Public Works cannot deliver on
their infrastructure projects on time and
investigate and report to the Premier,
allegations from whistle blowers that few
contractors appear to have a monopoly
on construction tenders advertised and
awarded by the department.

Special Investigative Unit receives its
fifth consecutive clean audit opinion
MAFIKENG MAIL -MAHIKENG: The Special Investigating Unit (SIU) has received
a Clean Audit Opinion from the AuditorGeneral of South Africa (AGSA) for the fifth
consecutive year.
A clean audit opinion is a clean bill of and maladministration in the affairs of
financial health that an auditor can deliver to government departments, municipalities and
an organisation. This type of audit opinion State Owned Entities.
makes it clear that the AGSA did not detect
While SIU focused on the PPE
any financial internal control breakdown Investigations and produced expected results,
during examination, SIU Head Advocate SIU also concluded other investigations.
Andy told Parliament on Friday.
Page 2 Gauteng - Head Office: 74
Adv. Mothibi, who is in his sixth year Watermeyer Street, Rentmeester Building,
at the helm of SIU, has credited SIU Meyerspark, Pretoria, 0184 Tel: +27 012 843
Senior Management, SIU Members and 0000/1 Fax: +27 12 843 0115 Hotline: 0800
sound financial general business controls 037 774 Website: https://www.siu.org.za
as major contributing factors for the E-mail: info@siu.org.za Among the reports
favourable audit outcome. Presenting SIU’s submitted to the President is the Thabazimbi
2020/21 Financial Year Annual Report to Local Municipality investigation.
the Portfolio Committee on Justice and
The SIU was, in terms of proclamation
Correctional Services on 19 November R18 of 2017, directed to investigate the
2021, Adv. Mothibi said the SIU submitted procurement and contracting for goods
15 reports to President Cyril Ramaphosa by or behalf of the Municipality and
on the outcome of concluded investigations payments made; the failure or refusal by
into allegations of corruption, malpractice the Municipality to timeously act upon
conclusions or
findings which were
made; or implement
recommendations
contained in a final
report entitled
“Possible Abuse
of Office: Forensic
Investigation” dated
29/10/2014.
The SIU also
looked at the
maladministration
in the affairs of
the Municipality
and the conduct
of councilors
together with that
of the officials and
contractors. Another
investigation report
submitted by the
SIU relates to the
procurement or
contracting by or
on behalf of the
Gauteng Department
of Health of

the services from the Life Healthcare
Esidimeni and 28 entities in whose care
mental health care users were entrusted
and payments made in respect and related
unauthorised, irregular or fruitless and
wasteful expenditure incurred by the State.
A report into allegations of corruption
and maladministration in the affairs of the
National Department of Public Works and
Infrastructure Development’s Prestige
Directorate in the Western Cape was
also submitted to the President. One of
the Prestige projects investigated under
Proclamation R54 of 2014 extended by R44
of 2015 included the Tuynhuys complete
refurbishment. In recovering assets and
financial losses suffered by the State, Adv.
Mothibi told the Committee that the SIU
recovered cash and assets to the value of
R1.8 billion. This is an increase of more
than R1.75 billion compared to the 2019/20
Financial Year. During the Financial Year
under review, the SIU successfully reviewed
and set aside administrative decisions or
contracts awarded by State institutions to
the value of R7.1 billion.
Furthermore, the SIU submitted evidence
to the value of R64.8 billion on matters
referred for the institution or defence of civil
proceedings in the High Court and the Special
Tribunal, while 42 117 investigations were
concluded under published investigations.
Between April 2020 and April 2021,
the SIU made 5749 disciplinary referrals
against officials in various State institutions
and 435 referrals, with evidence pointing to
criminal conduct, were made to the National
Prosecuting Authority for consideration.
“We look forward to upholding an
important clean audit status for the future,
as it attests to overall good governance in
the institution. The SIU would not have
achieved this clean audit and other outcomes
without the continued commitment and hard
work of all SIU members.
“We will continue to, at all times, uphold
the principles of good governance, sound
financial management, sound risk and legal
management, integrity and prudence in
all that we do and in the decision-making
process,” added Adv. Mothibi.
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SALGA supports member municipalities
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: The constitutional mandate of the South African
Prior to the 2021 elections SALGA held
Local Government Association (SALGA) highlights the organisation’s support role to workshops and consultative sessions with
member municipalities on a range of issues that would assist with the effective execution Municipal Managers to prepare them the
of municipalities’ mandates.
transition of local government from the 4th
to the 5th democratic dispensation and postelection municipal processes, including the
current council meetings.
This initiative, together with SALGA’s
participation in the 2021 inaugural council
meetings, are firstly, to capacitate member
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: Legal Aid South Africa’s Free State/North
municipalities deliver sustainable basic
West Provincial Office awarded their best performing employees at the annual
services. Secondly, these measures will
Achiever Awards earlier this month.
assist with ensuring that councils’ inaugural
The virtual event acknowledges high pool of hardworking legal practitioners
processes are implemented effectively as
performing employees throughout the within the organisation means a lot to
legislated.
Free State and North West provinces for me. Thank you to my colleagues and
In that regard, according to the Municipal
their contributions and for ensuring socio- the management of the Legal Aid SA
Structures Act 117 of 1999, the first meeting
economically disadvantaged community Bloemfontein Local Office for supporting
of the newly elected local and metropolitan
members have access to justice and legal me and motivating me to do even more”.
councils must take place within 14 days from
services.
The Paralegal of the Year award was
the date of the release of election results.
Welcoming the attendees, Provincial handed to Mojalefa Bethuel Mphanya from
Additionally, district council meetings
Executive
Tshotlego
Makamedi the Legal Aid SA Klerksdorp Local Office,
must take place 14 days after local council
applauded them for their dedication and who was described as a hardworking and
meetings and this year they were held on
determination in rendering legal services dedicated employee who is always ready
November 22.
to communities: “You have remained to assist others. Supervisor/Programme
All first council meetings must elect a
focused and resolute, despite the lockdown Manager of the Year went to Nicolette
speaker, mayor/executive mayor, whip of
working arrangements. Your excellent Virginia Moeng from the Legal Aid SA
the council (where applicable); the executive
performance is recognized”.
Potchefstroom Local Office.
committee, chairpersons of the Municipal
Legal Practitioner Tiisetseng Motaung
Yvonne Boitumelo Foka from the Legal
Public Accounts Committee and other
from the Legal Aid SA Botshabelo Local Aid SA Phuthaditjhaba Local Office
section 79 Committees.
Office scooped the award for the Lawyer scooped the Support Employee of the Year
In the case of local municipalities,
of the Year: District Court. Charline Naude award, and Manager of the Year went to
representatives to district municipalities
from the Legal Aid SA Welkom Local the Head of the Legal Aid SA Kroonstad
should also be elected at the first council
Office walked away with the Lawyer of Local Office, Anele Tshapa, who was
meetings, held on November 23 at various
the Year: Regional Court award.
described as a self-driven employee who
venues throughout the province.
High Court Lawyer of the Year was always motivates junior staff to improve
At some municipalities all processes
awarded to Maesela Victor Kekana from their work and do more to ensure that
the Legal Aid SA Mafikeng Local Office. clients who come to the office receive
Lawyer of the Year: Civil was awarded to quality legal services.  
Legal Aid is proud of the top performers,
Ntsoaki Queen Mokhele from the Legal
and their commitment to providing
Aid SA Bloemfontein Local Office.
Expressing her happiness after the equal access to justice to indigent and
awards, Ntsoaki said “I am very happy vulnerable persons by rendering quality
about this award! Being a winner from a legal services.

Recognising top performing
provincial legal minds
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were smooth and they have finalised their
elections and votes; while others had timeconsuming but robust discussions that
dealt with questions for clarity on legal or
procedural issues, or minor challenges that
delayed the proceedings of the day.
However, later today, at the end of all
legislative proceedings, inaugurated mayors,
speakers and chief/ whips will be announced.
“SALGA’s visits to council meetings do
not only serve as a support mechanism for
its members, but also provide an opportunity
for intensifying the understanding of the
role and purpose of SALGA to all new and
incoming Councillors. It also assists to
prepare and plan for the upcoming Integrated
Councillor Induction Programme.
This is done by identifying returning and
new councillors in order to allocate them
suitable training programmes. This process
also serves to speedily identify elected office
bearers in order to update our databases
in the quest to position the association as
the knowledge hub of local government,
said Desiree Tlhoaele, Provincial Director
of Operations at SALGA in the North West
province.
“The association is encouraged by the
smoothness of proceedings and further
wish to congratulate all councils that have
successfully held their first sittings. We
further congratulate Speakers and Executive
/ Mayors who have been entrusted with a
great responsibility of leading municipalities
to enhance service delivery”, concluded
Tlhoaele.

Advertise your
property here!
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NWU joins forces with Black Lawyers Association
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: The North-West University’s (NWU’s) Faculty of Law and the Black
Lawyers Association Legal Education Centre (BLA-LEC) has committed to producing market-ready lawyers
through a memorandum of agreement signed on 11 November 2021.
The agreement, signed at the NWU’s Mahikeng of trustees of BLA-LEC, says they recognise the need
Campus is for a period of three years.
for institutions of higher learning, such as the NWU, to
The primary aim is to assist final-year law students produce law graduates that are adequately trained and
at the NWU to acquire the necessary skills needed in ready to enter and thrive in the legal profession.
the profession through trial advocacy training. In short
“The BLA-LEC will provide the appropriate and
trial advocacy training is the art of persuasion, using necessary trial advocacy training to enhance teaching and
language to tell a convincing and believable story, often learning at the NWU. Not only will this produce highin a simulated courtroom environment.
caliber graduates who become leaders in the profession,
Adv McCaps Motimele SC, chairperson of the board but it will also strengthen the reputation of the NWU’s
Faculty of Law as one of the leading faculties
in the country,” he adds.
Representing the NWU, Prof Sonia
Swanepoel, acting deputy vice-chancellor
for community engagement and Mahikeng
Campus operations, confirms this.
“This programme will vastly benefit our
students and contribute to the NWU’s goal to
deliver well-rounded graduates.”
More about trial advocacy training
Trial advocacy training helps young
lawyers to acquire and develop the skills they
need to become competent and confident
litigators.
It is focused on trial skills which forms
the foundation of a learn-by-doing approach.
All exercises are conducted in a simulated
courtroom environment, and participants
receive immediate feedback on their
Prof Sonia Swanepoel, NWU acting deputy vice-chancellor for community
performances from faculty members. Each
engagement and Mahikeng Campus operations, and Adv McCaps
Motimele SC from the BLA-LEC, sign the memorandum of agreement. Prof participant’s performance is also videotaped
for further individual review, which adds
Jeffrey Mphahlele, deputy vice-chancellor for research and innovation,
the benefit of seeing other participants’
Dr Neo Morei, executive dean of the Faculty of Law, and Justice Serithi, a
representative of the North West Judge President, witness the agreement. performances and hearing their critiques.

Security needed for
Water Treatment works
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: Given the current scourge of vandalism targeting water and sanitation
infrastructure, serious steps have to be considered. Many Water and Waste Water Treatment Works (WTW
/ WWTW) in the Free State and in other parts of South Africa are currently dilapidated due to vandalism.
One battles to understand the logic of vandalising the municipality or to the South African Police Service
infrastructure that is put in place to benefit the community. (SAPS) which is surprising to say the least. It is highly
Not many cases of theft and vandalisms are reported to unlikely that community members are not aware or at the
least suspicious of criminal elements in the
neighbourhood. It also seems highly unlikely
that criminals would travel from other towns
or far away places to vandalise infrastructure
in other towns.
Criminals target WTW and WWTW
especially when loadshedding is taking place.
These infrastructures are also targeted when
they are shut down for repairs. Pumps, coper
cables even bricks and roofing is normally
stolen and it costs government millions to
repair. With the sometimes-long processes it
takes to implement repairs the community is
left without water or flushing toilets for an
extended time. The loot taken comes in at
millions and understandably they are sold for
much less by crooks looking to make a quick
buck.
Municipalities on the other hand need to
start budgeting for safety of infrastructure as
more money is lost if there are no security
measures in place. A partly solar partly
electricity utilising alarm system with beams
could be utilised in these instances. The
beams will pick up any movement on entry
and send a signal to a security company
and SAPS to respond. These days security
systems even allow for SMS or calls to be
issued to selected individuals at municipal
level.
Government cannot keep
pouring
endless amounts of money establishing
A truck stuck overturned on the N4 near the
and refurbishing infrastructure that should
Swartruggens toll gate after hitting a car on
be able to carry communities for decades.
Monday. This caused a major disruption to traffic
Proper security plans and measures need to
on the N4. Road users were requested to proceed
be put in place by municipalities.
with caution and exercise a bit of patience when
Communities need to also take
responsibility for their infrastructure and
the Law enforcement was regulating traffic by use
report theft and vandalism as they are the
of a Stop and Go. No injuries or fatalities were
ones that suffers when these plants do not
reported during the accident. The fast lane on the
operate. These issues should be reported to
east was open to free flow of traffic on Tuesday as
local municipalities or SAPS, they can also
the clean-up of the scene was in progress.
be escalated to The Department of Water and
Sanitation’s on the tollfree call centre number
0800 200 200.

Truck overturns
after hitting a car
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Debushing Letsema activity in Schweizer- Reneke

An ongoing programme by the Department of Community Safety and Transport Management to curb crime in endangered communities expanded to the Mamusa Local Municipality on
Tuesday. The department, through its “Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design” (CPTED) Letsema involving many stakeholders targeted hotspots of rape, assault, murder as well
as other crimes associated with gender based violence (GBV). The Letsema team activity in Shweizer- Reneke included debushing and clearing of pathways from Ipelegeng Township that
people use mainly as short cuts to town and targeted by criminals. Reviving the physical environment in one of the ways to limit crime prevalence. The multi stakeholder initiative included
among others the department of Public Works and Roads, SAPS, department of Health, Community Policing Forum as well NPOs and members of the community at large.

Committee on police appreciates improved crime statistics
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: The Portfolio Committee on Police today
received the latest crime statistics for the second quarter of the 2020/2021 financial
year (July to September) from the South African Police Service (Saps).
The Minister of Police, Bheki Cele, was of murders of women and children
accompanied by Saps senior management, continues to be a problem. To this has
including Commissioner Khehla Sitole, been added a new trend of kidnapping,
the head of Directorate of Priority Crime which includes ransom and extortion,
Investigation General Godfrey Lebeya, and kidnapping for rape and as part of a
and provincial commissioners. Cele told hijacking.
the committee that the statistics reflected
It is unfortunate that it is usually only
an improvement on the previous quarter’s when a large ransom is asked for that the
performances.
incident makes the news headlines.
Though the police reported a general
The committee heard that the crime
decline in crimes committed across the of kidnapping is not only a threat to
country, there is, however, still deep South Africa, but is spilling over into
concern about murders and sexual neighbouring countries. One response to
offences, which continue to increase. The tackle this new trend is that the capacity
committee heard that the growing number of the organised crime units has been

strengthened and transnational response
mechanisms have been developed.
Saps also reported that the police’s modus
operandi analysis centre has discovered
the involvement of ex-military combatants
from neighbouring countries in criminal
activities, such as ATM bombings, cashin-transit (CIT) robberies and illegal
mining in South Africa. According to
the Saps, some of the explosives used in
ATM bombings, CIT robberies and illegal
mining were smuggled in South Africa
from neighbouring countries.
The committee welcomed the news that
the crisis at the Saps forensic laboratories
has been resolved. This development is
expected to address the backlog in the
investigation of various violent crimes,

such as rape, murder and assault.
The Chairperson of the committee, Tina
Joemat-Pettersson, said: “We appreciate
the presentation. As the committee, we
take the issue of crime statistics very
seriously. We also acknowledge the
good work that you are doing and also
understand that you do this work under
very difficult circumstances”.
Joemat-Pettersson condemned the
reported increase on murders of women and
children, and kidnapping. “We condemn
in strongest terms the continuation and
deepening of the gender-based-violence
in all its forms. We are calling on you
saps and other crime fighting agencies and
communities to fight and defeat it,” added
Joemat-Pettersson.
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Eskom crisis must be confronted
head-on, says SANCO

MAFIKENG MAIL - MAHIKENG: The South African National Civic Organisation influence including its historic mission
(SANCO) on Monday called for the Eskom crisis to be confronted head-on and speedily to advance community interests for a
resolved.
people centered and community driven
development.
The civic organisation has following its mutual respect.
“We will equally work tirelessly with
national workshop held over the weekend
“These values and principles remain the
described load-shedding as a disruptive risk defining features of the kind of leadership other stakeholders in pursuit of national
to South Africa’s economic recovery plan, and membership that our organization unity, patriotism, peace, reconciliation and
job creation and overall service delivery.
requires because we have recommitted social cohesion in order to counter rightwing
The
workshop
held
under
the ourselves to consistently work for unity populism that fanned the destructive fires
theme:”Rebuilding Civil Society to respond which has evaded us for quite some time of racism, xenophobia and Afrophobia
to underdevelopment, inequality, ethical while fearlessly fighting factionalism and and that was promoted by irresponsible
leadership and building a capable, ethical patronage in all its manifestation,” he political parties that were using prejudice
to mobilize support in the run-up to the
developmental civil society” also identified stressed.
corruption among major contributory factors
He pointed out that SANCO has also LGE,” he added.
He further indicated that SANCO has
that contributed towards lower voter turnout recommitted itself to intensify campaigns
during the November 1 local government to combat violent crime, gender-based- committed itself to intensify societal efforts
elections (LGEs).
violence & femicide, covid-19 vaccine to actively involve communities in their
“We will closely monitor newly elected hesitancy, the abuse of alcohol including own societal development and ensure
councils to ensure that allocated resources drugs as well as promote voluntary HIV/ communities and individuals are involved
as well as municipal budgets deliver on Aids testing & counseling including the in their own social development.
He underscored that the workshop also
commitments to address development Quality Learning and Teaching campaign.
and service delivery backlogs raised by
Tsikwe said that a campaigning SANCO expressed hope that the current interim
communities in the run-up to the LGE’s,” that is rooted in communities will be National Executive Committee will speedily
emphasised SANCO Acting General able to reclaim its place as a vanguard put systems in preparation for the elective
Secretary, Robby Tsikwe summarising the of communities as well as a centre of national conference.
declaration adopted at the conclusion of
the workshop that was attended by seven
provinces.
Tsikwe highlighted the commitment
towards renewal of progressive values as
well as principles that have historically
characterised SANCO, indicating that the
119 delegates had reaffirmed unity, service, MAFIKENG MAIL - MAHIKENG: A month after the destructive protests by truck
sacrifice, selflessness, collective leadership, owners and drivers alleging that foreign nationals take their work opportunities and
democratic centralism, internal debates, calling for strict regulations and transformation in the Road Freight and Logistics
humanity, honesty, handwork, constructive Industry, Employment and Labour Department will lead mega blitz inspections on the
criticism, self-criticism, discipline as well as week of November 22-26 in Gqeberha.
The inspection brought together law checking compliance with applicable
enforcers such as the Department’s legislation and dealing with undocumented
Inspection and Enforcement Services, foreign nationals including those who arrive
Migration Officers from Department of in the country as visitors but end up taking
Home Affairs, South African Police Services employment.
(SAPS) and the National Bargaining Council
The Department of Employment and
for Road Freight and Logistics Industry Labour’s has a responsibility is to ensure
(NBCRFLI) to address non-compliance in compliance with the National Minimum
the Road Freight Sector.
Wage Act (NMWA); Occupational Health
A launch which details the purpose of the and Safety Act (OHSA); Employment
blitz inspection will pave way to mega blitz Equity Act (EEA), Unemployment Insurance
inspections led by the Inspector General, Act (UIA); Compensation for Occupational
Aggy Moiloa where she will outline the Injuries and Diseases Act (COIDA) and
importance of compliance with applicable registration of truck drivers on Employment
legislation in the sector.
Services of South Africa (ESSA) database.
Ministers TW Nxesi and Fikile Mbalula
On the other hand, the Department of
met aggrieved truck drivers earlier in the Home Affairs’ attention is centred around
month of October 2021 in Middleburg, compliance to the Immigration Act and
Eastern Cape. Commitments were made other applicable pieces of legislation
amongst which was regular inspections to pertaining to foreign nationals.
be conducted in the Road Freight industry
SAPS supports the work of Immigration
Officers and ensures
that there are no
criminal activities
in the industry at
company level and
on the road.
The National
Bargaining Council
for Road Freight
and Logistics
Industry (NBCRFLI)
scrutinizes
compliance with
conditions of
employment covered
in the collective
agreement.

Mega blitz
inspections launched
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Digital transformation boosted
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: CHIETA, the Chemical Industrial Education &
Training Authority, and MICT (Media, Information & Communication Technologies)
SETA signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) last week, to encourage greater
cross-SETA collaboration on digital transformation initiatives.
Wezi Khoza, CHIETA Chairperson said, new services, innovate, and adapt to the
“Because the Fourth Industrial Revolution rapidly changing environment,” he said.
The MOU is fully aligned with CHIETA’s
impacts a steadily growing portion of the
chemical industries sector, it is becoming aim to be fully digitised by 2025. Khoza
more imperative to stay ahead of the game siad, “Advanced technology is extremely
and develop closer partnerships with important in the chemical industry, and
organisations specialising in the IT sector”.
Beneficiaries to this MOU are both
CHIETA and MICT SETA, and the SETAs’
respective stakeholders.
The key objectives of the MOU
are to:Implement cross-sectoral skills
development
initiatives
that
deliver
enterprise development in response to the
Economic Recovery Plan; Collaborate on
digital transformation initiatives; Collaborate
on and implement skills development
programmes in sectors that include data CHIETA CEO Yershen Pillay and MICT
science, automation, artificial intelligence, SETA Acting CEO Matome Madibana
and cyber security.
sign the MoU.
Scan the external environment and provide
solutions to social challenges through
skills development, in response to local
rural and township economies; Collaborate
and promote uniformity in relation to
discretionary and mandatory grant processes
and Collaborate on the development of a
SETA-integrated Management Information
System (MIS).
Simphiwe
Thobela,
MICT
SETA
Chairperson, highlighted the need to embrace
digital transformation, which he describes as
the strategic organisational and operational
change of an organisation through the
comprehensive integration of digital
technologies, processes, and skills across all
functions and levels.
“The effective incorporation of digital
transformation enables organisations to
leverage technologies to create value, deliver

SARS extends
filing season
deadline
MAFIKENG MAIL – MAHIKENG: The
South African Revenue Service (SARS)
said the tax agency was pleased with the
overwhelming response it had received
from taxpayers who have submitted their
personal income tax returns since July 1
this year.
SARS thanked these taxpayers for
responding to our strategic intent of
promoting a culture of voluntary compliance
However, to afford other taxpayers the
opportunity to comply with their legal
requirements, SARS will extend the
filing season deadline for non-provisional
individual taxpayers from 23 November
2021 to 2 December 2021.
SARS is acutely aware systemic issues the
organisation has experienced, as well as the
impact of load-shedding on taxpayers which
made it difficult for taxpayers to file their
returns.
As a result, the date for levying of penalties
on taxpayers that have not filed their return,
will be extended and implemented in January
2022.
We urge taxpayers to use our convenient
digital channels, namely, eFiling, SARS
MobiApp, as well as the SMS service,
which has the number 47277. By sending an
SMS to this number, taxpayers can book an
appointment at a SARS branch, check if they
need to file a return and other services.
The SARS website has also been upgraded
to allow for more digital services to taxpayers.
For more information on these services, visit
www.sars.gov.za
SARS remains committed to make it
simple and easy for taxpayers to meet their
legal obligations and hopes that the extension
of the filing season deadline will encourage
greater compliance among taxpayers.

continuous improvement and development
in technology is key to the sector we serve.
New technological developments also mean
that CHIETA people need to be upskilled
and new people recruited to ensure success
in adapting to the world of 4IR.
Khoza added, “We believe this MOU
with the MICT SETA, which has set high
standards in growing the pool of skills in

ICT, will add real value to our SETA and
the chemical industry, while also expanding
the scope of MICT SETA’s services, paving
the way for a SETA-integrated Management
Information System (MIS), and improving
cross-sectoral skills development. We look
forward to working closely with the MICT
SETA for the ultimate benefit of economic
growth and job creation in South Africa”.

CHIETA CEO Yershen Pillay, CHIETA Chairperson Wezi Khoza, MICT SETA
Chairperson Simphiwe Thobela and MICT SETA Acting CEO Matome Madibana.
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Cash-In-Transit heist in Rustenburg

MAFIKENG MAIL - MAHIKENG: - North West Police have launched a
manhunt for a group of suspects that bombed and robbed a G4S cashvan off
an undisclosed amount of money in Rustenburg, near the Rustenburg Civic
Centre.
According to information received from police national spokesperson, Colonel
Athlenda Mathe, Its alleged that the suspects used a stolen maroon Mercedes Benz
to ram into the truck forcing it to come to a standstill. The security guards were
then forced out of the cashvan before it was blown up. Shots were fired between
the suspects and the escort vehicle but no one sustained inquiries. Suspects are
believed to have fled the scene in various vehicles including a white Q7.
“CIT heist scenes can often be dangerous particularly when explosives are used
in such robberies. It is for this reason that we warn members of the community that
in some instances, it is possible that not all explosives were detonated at the time
when the robbery was committed. This therefore poses a risk for the detonator to
explode in their presence, thereby posing a risk for the loss of life,” said Mathe.
She also said when a robbery is committed, the area now becomes a crime
scene and those looting at such crime scenes often contaminate the scene which
will constitute a crime of theft as well as defeating the ends of justice.
“We therefore call on all our communities to refrain from entering crime
scenes but rather to support the work of the police by assisting members when
a crime is committed as opposed to being part of the crime itself,” concluded
Mathe.
Recently at the same spot there was a failed cash-in-transit robbery reported. No
arrests were made as suspects managed to flee the scene while firing on passersby.
Tap here on your electronic device or go to https://bit.ly/cash-intransit for a quick video of the robbery.

Cash-in-transit
robbery scene
(Photos: SAPS).

President Ramaphosa, veto the Employment Equity Amendment Bill!
MAFIKENG MAIL - MAHIKENG: President Ramaphosa is soon to receive the Employment Equity
Amendment (EEA) Bill, approved by the National Assembly last week.
While the Bill will pass to the National barred from government contracts. Minister
Council of Provinces for potential Nxesi himself poses this as a seizing by the
alterations, the President has a say, and state of “the force it needs”.
can veto the Bill. Should Ramaphosa fail
Besides these two points, the EEA
to exercise his veto, he will be allowing an will deter investment, both domestic and
unconstitutional derogation of basic rights. international, ultimately punishing the
The Bill derogates rights on two fundamental unemployed. IRR head of campaigns
points. First, it allows the Minister of Gabriel Crouse notes: “The argument for
Employment and Labour, currently Thulas race quotas has never been weaker. Since
Nxesi, to effectively set race quotas in the 2015 the white top 10 percent got 10
private sector. Businesses that fail to meet percent of national income. By contrast
those quotas can be fined R2.7 million, or the ‘black’ top 10 percent , in the broad
10 percent of annual turnover, whichever definition, got three times as much,
is greater. That would be a death warrant according to Stats SA, at 32 percent.
for affected businesses, condemning their
This ‘transformation’ has not ‘trickled
workers to the unemployment queue.
down’: the black bottom 40 percent earned
Second, the Bill mandates the Minister
a mere 3.7 percent of national income, with
of Labour to issue compliance certificates.
the EEA only further rewarding the rich
Without compliance while expanding unemployment.”
certificates,
What is more, the EEA will undermine the
businesses would be concept of non-racial meritocracy entrenched





in our Constitution. The Constitution
is unambiguous in this regard, stating:
“National legislation must be enacted to
prevent or prohibit unfair discrimination.”
The EEA would do the opposite.
Therefore, the EEA should be struck down
on principle, in defence of private life, nonracialism, and non-discrimination.
Beyond this, it should also be struck down
on procedural grounds.
The law requires that a socio-economic
impact assessment be produced, yet this is
missing in relation to the EEA. Furthermore,
by delegating the power to determine race
quotas across the economy, effectively
granting a cabinet member the power
of writing major laws, the EEA may be
challenged on the grounds of eroding the
separation of powers.
Crouse highlights the EEA’s legal
fragility, noting: “While the state prepares
to roll out race quotas across private life
it has yet to provide any legal standard to
judge who belongs to
which race.
If the EEA cannot
be blocked either by
veto or court action,
expect people of
all hues to describe
themselves as
‘African’, which is
justified since that
is what all South
Africans are.”
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14
BESIGHEDE TE KOOP
BUSINESSES FOR SALE

15A
SHOPS/OFFICES TO LET

COUNTRY Lodge, 23Ha of land
for sale in Pretoria East. Contact
no. 083 447 2062.
------------------- 54024 12/11-3/12
MECHANICAL Workshop with
equipment for sale. Industrial
side Mafikeng. Contact 076 776
5268.
--------------------------54095 26/11

TO let: Warehouse/ office/ office
suitable for security company
operation, include strongroom.
35 First Street, industrial site,
Mafikeng. Contact 083 447
2062.
------------------- 54019 12/11-3/12
QUIET Office co-working space
available to rent in prime location. Golf View in Mafikeng Town.
Call us now for a viewing at 071
441 6289.
----------------- 54090 26/11-23/12

14A
BESIGHEIDSPERSELE TE HUUR
BUSINESS PREMISES TO LET

1
PERSOONLIK
PERSONAL
PHILADELPHIA Consultants.
Professional Accounting Services. For individuals, companies,
NPO’S and NPC’S. Services: Financial statements, tax returns,
management accounting, company registrations, bookkeeping
& payroll, BBBEE certificates,
independent review reports,
share certificates, accountant
letter, Csd registration. Business
plan, CIDB registrations, Business profiles. Kindly like and
share our facebook page and we
could provide you with a free or
discounted service!!!! Contacts:
Cell: 071 069 0693, 067 872
8570. Whatsapp: 081-495-7972.
Facebook: Philadelphia Consultants. Email: philadelphiaconsultant@gmail.com. Location: John
Bosigo Street, Unit 9, Mmabatho
#Philadelphiaconsultants #Helpingyouthrive
------------------- 54091 26/11-3/12
STRICTLY Halaal: Healthy free
range goat meat. Curry cuts @
R79.90 p/kg. Legs and shoulder
@ R99.90 p/kg. Free delivery
around Mafikeng. Whatsapp 083
997 7776.
--------------------------54066 26/11
HIGH sugar levels? High cholestrol and blood pressure readings? Get your Fenugreek from
Magic Meals opposite Tau Mill
Mahikeng. Whatsapp 083 997
7776.
--------------------------54077 26/11
GOATS! Goats! Goats! And cattle wanted. Top price paid. Will
collect. Call/ sms/ whatsapp 083
997 7776.
--------------------------54080 26/11
PERSONAL Financial Services,
Affordable Funeral Cover and
Life Cover. Call Or WhatsApp
For More Information And Quote
#0849544570
Katlego
Molapong.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

1.

Hoﬁegids
Heading Key

PERSOONLIK
PERSONAL
1a. IN MEMORIAM
1b. DOODSBERIGTE
DEATH NOTICES
2. BETREKKINGS
SITUATIONS VACANT
3. BETREKKINGS GEVRA
SITUATIONS WANTED
4. GELD EN LENINGS
MONEY & LOANS
5. HUISE TE HUUR
HOUSES TO LET
6. WOONSTELLE TE HUUR
FLATS TO LET
7. PLOTTE EN PLASE TE HUUR
PLOTS AND FARMS FOR HIRE
8. ALGEMEEN TE HUUR
GENERAL FOR HIRE
8a. AKKOMMODASIE
ACCOMMODATION
9. TE HUUR GEVRA
WANTED TO HIRE
10. HUISE TE KOOP
HOUSES FOR SALE
11. WOONSTELLE TE KOOP
FLATS FOR SALE
12. ERWE TE KOOP
STANDS FOR SALE
13. PLOTTE EN PLASE TE KOOP
PLOTS AND FARMS FOR SALE
14. BESIGHEDE TE KOOP
BUSINESSES FOR SALE
15. ALGEMEEN TE KOOP
MISC. SALES
15a. SHOPS/OFFICES TO LET
16. TE KOOP GEVRA/WANTED
17. VOERTUIE TE KOOP
VEHICLES FOR SALE
17a. VERVOER
TRANSPORT
18. TREKKERS EN IMPLEMENTE
TRACTORS AND IMPLEMENTS
19. WOONWAENS/CARAVANS
20. DIERE/ANIMALS
21. TE RUIL/TO SWOP
22. VERLORE/LOST
23. SPESIALE DIENSTE
SPECIAL SERVICES
24. VAKANSIEOORDE
HOLIDAY RESORTS
25. KENNISGEWINGS/NOTICES
26. TENDERS
27. TE LAAT VIR KLASSIFIKASIE
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.

WARNING

ALL
ADVERTISEMENTS
RELATING TO:

• Loans and ﬁnancing
• Hire purchase problems /
Transfer of installments
• Business opportunities
• Investments
• The ﬁlling of envelopes
• Work at home
• Earn extra money
• Business propositions
• Part-time work
PROHIBITED:
Use of the following
words in abovementioned
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prohibited:
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the trustworthiness of the
advertiser with whom they
are doing business.

2
BETREKKINGS VAKANT
SITUATIONS VACANT

8
ALGEMEEN TE HUUR
GENERAL FOR HIRE

DRIVERS required: Drivers
required for delivery business
in Mafikeng, drivers must have
valid motorbike/ car license,
proof of residence, roadworthy
certificate, with own motorbike/
car, motorbike/ car, registration/
renewal documents, motorbike/
car disc, ID/ asylum/ passport
and work permit and pass a
criminal check, drivers will be
on an independent contract basis. All copies must be certified.
Drivers must be available to start
immediately. Kindly submit/ send
all enquiries to 018 150 0952
or 087 106 8231 mafikeng@
takealot.com
------------------- 54026 12/11-3/12
EXPERIENCED shepherd wanted. Top salary. Accommodation
provided. No chancers please.
Rooigrond area. Call 083 997
7776.
--------------------------54067 26/11
HERDBOY wanted for rural
area.
Accommodation
and
meals provided. Minimum wage
applies. Sms “Herdboy”to 083
997 7776.
--------------------------54076 26/11

HUGE
Workshop/Warehouse
to rent in Golf View, Mafikeng.
One block from main road. 360
Square metres. Currently used
as Tyre & Exhaust workshop.
Business also for sale for R800
000. Including all equipment and
tools. Enquiries. Mr Pienaar 082
371 5312.
------------------- 42972 5/11-26/11
BUSINESS opportunity: Proposal 48% partnership offered on a
rural abattoir/ meat processing
plant/butchery on a 41ha farm
7km from Potch. R3 million is
required. Contact 072 474 4523
if interested.
----------------- 54034 19/11-26/11
JUMPING Castles for Hire. We
Deliver . Large variety available.
Clean and Safe. Contact Laure
082 968 7632.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11
SCREENS for Presentations
and Seminars for Hire. We deliver. Data projectors for Hire.
Contact Laure 082 968 7632.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

6
WOONSTELLE TE HUUR
FLATS TO LET
TWO bedroom cottage for rent.
Situated along Mandela Highway (Mafikeng to Lichtenburg)
with two bedrooms and two toilets, fitted kitchen, ceiling fans
and spacious sitting room and
closed verandah. R4000 p.m.
Call Francis 072 102 2718 or
Ntsikie 071 133 3221.
----------------- 54036 19/11-26/11
DANVILLE: 2 Bedroom apartment. Bathroom, open plan
kitchen and lounge. Solar panes
for lights (during load shedding). Electric stove. 1Km from
Mafikeng CBD. 2.5Km from Bophilong 073 230 5657
----------------- 54037 19/11-26/11
LONELY Park- Near Dada
BMW Motors- Two bedroom
cottage with flushing toilet. Nice
private garden. Includes storage room. Safe parking. Only
R1200 monthly. Call/ sms 083
997 7776.
--------------------------54078 26/11
OPPOSITE Mahikeng Hotel
school. Fully furnished two
bedroom cottage with lockable
garage. R5500 monthly. Key deposit required. Call or whatsapp
083 997 7776.
--------------------------54079 26/11
MOTLHABENG Village near
Mega City. 1 Bedroom, kitchen,
toilet and shower. Secured.
R1700 p.m. Available immediately. 073 926 1489.
----------------- 54081 26/11-17/12
1X LARGE Bedroom Flatlet
with courtyard in ROOIGROND.
Clean, Safe and seure. R3995.
Contact Laure 082 968 7632.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

TIPS FOR
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

1. Plan and write out
your advertisement
before you visit the
Maﬁkeng Mail.
2. Ensure that the
correct particulars
and contact details
such as name and/
or address and
telephone and/or
cellphone numbers
are provided.
3. The costs of a
classiﬁed advertisement is R36,44 for
the ﬁrst 15 words,
and R1,50 per word
thereafter. + VAT.
4. Bring your advertisements in on
time. Deadline is
Tuesday, 17:00.
5. We do not amend
or correct your
grammar. Ensure
that the spelling and
grammar are correct. We only place
what you write.

8A
AKKOMMODASIE
ACCOMODATION
ROOMS always available in
Mmabatho and Montshiwa. Furnished. Communal kitchen and
ablution block. Safe and central.
From R990 monthly. Whatsapp
or phone 083 997 7776.
------------------- 52824 18/6-22/12
EN suite room with wall to wall
build-in wardrobes very spacious with a common furnished
kitchen. A carport and secured
yard. Rent is only R2000 p.m.
including electricity. Contact 083
738 4915/ 071 638 0762.
----------------- 54059 19/11-26/11
ACCOMMODATION available
along Airport Rd. Bachelor with
kitchenette, toilet and a shower,
secure parking space, security
on site. Contact 079 584 1505.
View pics on whatsapp status.
----------------- 54049 19/11-26/11
STUDENT
accommodation
32 Carrington Street. 067 106
2790/ 067 082 3687.
----------------- 54052 19/11-17/12
ROOMS to rent in Lonely Park.
Contact Andy 084 665 0963.
--------------------------54063 26/11
Unit 5- room available to rent.
From 2600. Next to Unibo. Contact 014 592 2727.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

10
HUISE TE KOOP
HOUSES FOR SALE
RENTAL Rooms Property for
sale @ Motlhabeng Zobbo
Road. 14 Rooms, big yard. S/
accommodation potential. 082
422 4626.
----------------- 54041 19/11-26/11
1 BEDROOM house @ Magogoe Koikoi. Kitchen, bathroom,
double garage. 95% completed.
R80 000. 082 422 4626.
----------------- 54039 19/11-26/11

13
PLOTTE/PLASE TE KOOP
PLOTS/FARMS FOR SALE
PLOT for sale. 18 Hectares. Lots
of improvements. Lots of water.
Electricity, fenced, camps, kraal,
storage, etc. Lekling Village 082
422 4626.
----------------- 54040 19/11-26/11

14
BESIGHEDE TE KOOP
BUSINESSES FOR SALE
MORE partners wanted in chicken farming and hydroponics.
Minimum investment R250 000.
Email proposal to: gasteplaas@
gmail.com or Whatsapp 083 997
7776.
------------------- 52823 18/6-22/12
HUGE
Workshop/Warehouse
to rent in Golf View, Mafikeng.
One block from main road. 360
Square metres. Currently used
as Tyre & Exhaust workshop.
Business also for sale for R800
000. Including all equipment and
tools. Enquiries. Mr Pienaar 082
371 5312.
------------------- 42972 5/11-26/11
FOR sale: Warehouse, 1st
Street, industrial site Mafikeng,
land 4310m2. Building 2600m2.
Contact no. 083 447 2062.
------------------- 54020 12/11-3/12
BUTCHERY and Icecream business for sale in prime location
in Zeerust ph Dominic 065 529
0694.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11
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HUGE workshop/ warehouse
to rent in Golf View, Mafikeng.
One block from main road. 360
Square metres. Currently used
as tyre & exhaust workshop.
Business also for sale for R800
000. Including all equipment and
tools. Enquiries: Mr Pienaar 082
371 5312.
------------------- 42972 12/11-3/12
OFFICES to rent. 32 Carrington
Street. 067 106 2790, 067 082
3687.
----------------- 54051 19/11-17/12
HUGE
Workshop/Warehouse
to rent in Golf View, Mafikeng.
One block from main road. 360
Square metres. Currently used
as tyre & exhaust workshop.
Business also for sale for R800
000. Including all equipment and
tools. Enquiries: Mr Pienaar 082
371 5312.
------------------- 42971 5/11-26/11
BRICK yard with brick making
machinery to rent in Lonely Park.
Contact Andy 084 665 0963.
--------------------------54065 26/11
CARWASH to rent in Lonely
Park. Contact Andy 084 665
0963.
--------------------------54064 26/11
BUSINESS property available
in Industrial sites Mafikeng. Site
contains of a reception area, 3 x
offices, kitchen, 1 x store room,
guard room. All this is 176m2.
There is a big car port and also a
free standing warehouse(126m2)
there is also lots of unused
space. The stand is 2140m2.
Rental R25000/month excluding
Eskom and water. Contact 082
777 6394.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

15
ALGEMEEN TE KOOP
MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
GEM Furnishers. Student Desk R1 100. 2 Star 91 cm - R1 090.
Ideal Kettle - R170. 33 Main
Street Mafikeng (opposite Absa
Bank) 018 381 1040.
-------------------- 54093 26/11 A/C
LISTER Engines water & air
cool for sale. Contact 076 776
5268.
--------------------------54096 26/11
WALL Unit for Lounge. 3x piece
solid wood. Good condition.
R7500 Neg. Contact Laure Cell
082 968 7632.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

17
VOERTUIE TE KOOP
VEHICLES FOR SALE

17A
VERVOER
TRANSPORT

NOTICE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA. FORM J 193. NOTICE
TO CREDITORS IN DECEASED ESTATES. All persons having
claims against the under-mentioned estate must lodge it with the
Executor concerned within 30 days (or as indicated) from date of
publication hereof. *Mandatory Fields. *Notice Language: English.
*Province: North West. Province of the Master’s office specified on
this form. A. *Estate Number: 6010/2021. *Surname: Podile *First
Names: Senkwetse Emma *Date of Birth: 1963-05-15 *ID Number:
6305151130082 *Last Address: 6145 Mokgantitswane Street Unit 14
Mmabatho. *Date of Death: 2021-07-14. Master’s Office: Mahikeng.
B. Only applicable if deceased was married in community of property/subject to the accrual system: First Names of Surviving Spouse:
Moatlhodi Frans. Surname of Surviving Spouse: Podile. Date of Birth
of Surviving Spouse: 1962-07-18. ID Number of Surviving Spouse:
6207185927089 C. *Name of Executor or Authorised Agent: Christiaan Jacobus Maritz *Address of Executor or Authorised Agent: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745. *Advertiser Name: CHRIS MARITZ
ATTORNEY. Advertiser Address: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745.
Advertiser Email: maritzcj@telkomsa.net *Date Submitted: 2021-1117 *Advertiser Telephone: 018-381 3025
	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������K4 26/11
NOTICE LOST or DESTROYED DEED. FORM JJJ. NOTICE is hereby given in terms of Regulation 68 of the Deeds Registries Act, 1937,
of the intention to apply for the issue of: - a certified copy of: DEED
OF TRANSFER ST1892/2012. - Passed By: CENTURY APARTMENTS CLOSE CORPORATION REGISTRATION 2006/158995/23
- in favour of: NKGATLE JOHN MOTHEI IDENTITY NUMBER
490514 5710 089 AND TSELENG MARY MOTHEI IDENTITY NUMBER 550514 0194 088 Married in community of property to each
other. - in respect of certain: Section Number 76 as shown and more
fully described on Sectional Plan Number SS 9/2008 in the scheme
known as KEGOMODITSWE FLATS in respect of the land and building or buildings situated at MMABATHO -2 TOWNSHIP, LOCAL
AUTHORITY OF THE MAFIKENG LOCAL MUNICIPALITY, of which
section the floor area according to the said sectional plan is 53 (Fifty
Three) square metres in extent; which has been lost or destroyed.
All interested persons having objection to the issue of such copy
are hereby required to lodge the same in writing with the Registrar
of Deeds at:- THE REGISTRAR OF DEEDS VRYBURG 26 De Kock
Street Vryburg 8600 within 2 (two) weeks from the date of the publication of this notice. DATED at MAFIKENG on 22 November 2021.
CJ MARITZ APPLICANT. CHRIS MARITZ ATTORNEY. 49 Proctor
Avenue, Mafikeng, 2745 Private Bag X2103, Mafikeng, 2745 Tel: 018
381 3025 cjmar@intekom.co.za
	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������K5 26/11

TRUCK hire. 1 Ton - 36 Ton. 071
109 8030 / 078 278 2726.
----------------- 26969 12/11-26/11

23
SPESIALE DIENSTE
SPECIAL SERVICES
CELL Sonic - Visit us for all your
car/ Taxi Sound requirements at
the best possible price. Phone
018 000 5008
------------------52204 16/4 AC/TC
WENDY House. 2.4 x 2.4 =
R4,900. 2.3 x 2.3 = R4,900. 3 x
3 = R6,500. 3 x4 = R7,200. 3 x
5 = R8,900. 3 x 6 = R9,500. 4
x 6 = R15,500. We do all sizes
big or small, more information
Whatsapp 079 135 8138, 072472-2067.
------------------- 14927 26/11-3/12
PLUMBING - Call or whatsapp
082 383 6415 for blocked drains,
garden irrigation, maintenance
& replacement geysers, instalment booster pump, bathroom
renovations.
----------------- 54094 26/11-10/12
GOKART Rides and Paintball
Games, TEAM Building activities. Situated in Rooigrond.
CONTACT PHIL 083 750 8142.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11
ALL Repairs to Tarps, Sade covers and Jumping castles. Glue
or stitching. Call Tumi/ Laure 082
968 7632.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11
PHYSIOTHERAPIST: Maryke
Coetzee Physiotherapy. Health
Smart, Choppies Centre, Mahikeng. Contact 078 356 8745
for appointment.
---------------------WEBSITE 26/11

NOTICE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA. FORM J 193. NOTICE
TO CREDITORS IN DECEASED ESTATES. All persons having
claims against the under-mentioned estate must lodge it with the
Executor concerned within 30 days (or as indicated) from date of
publication hereof. *Mandatory Fields. *Notice Language: English.
*Province: North West. Province of the Master’s office specified on
this form. A. *Estate Number: 8419/2021. *Surname: Tlhalatsi *First
Names: Sebakiso Gladwell *Date of Birth: 1937-07-27 *ID Number:
3707275160080 *Last Address: 10708 Magogwe Village Mafikeng
*Date of Death: 2021-04-28. Master’s Office: Mahikeng. B. Only applicable if deceased was married in community of property/subject
to the accrual system: First Names of Surviving Spouse: Mojaki
Rosinah. Surname of Surviving Spouse: Tlhalatsi. Date of Birth of
Surviving Spouse: 1941-01-10. ID Number of Surviving Spouse:
4101100471087 C. *Name of Executor or Authorised Agent: Christiaan Jacobus Maritz *Address of Executor or Authorised Agent: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745. *Advertiser Name: CHRIS MARITZ
ATTORNEY. Advertiser Address: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745.
Advertiser Email: maritzcj@telkomsa.net *Date Submitted: 2021-1112 *Advertiser Telephone: 018-381 3025
	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������K1 26/11
NOTICE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA. FORM J 193. NOTICE TO
CREDITORS IN DECEASED ESTATES. All persons having claims
against the under-mentioned estate must lodge it with the Executor
concerned within 30 days (or as indicated) from date of publication
hereof. *Mandatory Fields. *Notice Language: English. *Province:
North West. Province of the Master’s office specified on this form.
A. *Estate Number: 8501/2021. *Surname: Reetsang *First Names:
Willie Isaac *Date of Birth: 1968-04-27 *ID Number: 6804275492089
*Last Address: 1059 Botlhaba Cul Unit 5 Mmabatho. *Date of
Death: 2021-05-08. Master’s Office: Mahikeng. B. Only applicable if deceased was married in community of property/subject to
the accrual system: First Names of Surviving Spouse: Ketogecwe
Lena. Surname of Surviving Spouse: Reetsang. Date of Birth of
Surviving Spouse: 1970-01-16. ID Number of Surviving Spouse:
7001160460086 C. *Name of Executor or Authorised Agent: Christiaan Jacobus Maritz *Address of Executor or Authorised Agent: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745. *Advertiser Name: CHRIS MARITZ
ATTORNEY. Advertiser Address: Private Bag X2103 Mahikeng 2745.
Advertiser Email: maritzcj@telkomsa.net *Date Submitted: 2021-1112 *Advertiser Telephone: 018-381 3025
	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������K2 26/11
NOTICE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA. FORM J187. LIQUIDATION AND DISTRIBUTION ACCOUNTS IN DECEASED ESTATES
LYING FOR INSPECTION. In terms of section 35 (5) of the Administration of Estates Act, No. 66 of 1965, notice is hereby given that
copies of the liquidation and distribution accounts (first and final, unless otherwise stated) in the estates specified below will be open for
the inspection of all persons with an interest therein for a period of 21
days (or shorter or longer if specially stated) from the date specified
or from the date of publication hereof, whichever may be the later,
and at the offices of the Masters of the High Court and Magistrates
as stated. Should no objection thereto be lodged with the Masters
concerned during the specified period, the executors will proceed to
make payments in accordance with the accounts. *Mandatory Fields
*Notice Language: English. *Province: North West. Province of the
Master’s office specified on this form. A. *Estate Number: 3967/2021
*Surname: Poonawassy *First Names: Prakash Pedro. South African ID Number: 6610255233082 *Last Address: 16 Rockey Street,
Mafikeng. B. Complete this section only if deceased was married in
community of property. First Names of Surviving Spouse: Lorene
Anastasia. Surname of Surviving Spouse: Poonawassy. ID Number
of Surviving Spouse: 6806290243082. C. Description of Account if
other than First and Final: First and Final. Master’s Office: Mafikeng.
*Advertiser Name: CHRIS MARITZ ATTORNEY. Advertiser Address: PRIVATE BAG X2103 MAHIKENG 2745. Advertiser Email:
maritzcj@telkomsa.net *Date Submitted: 2021-11-16 *Advertiser
Telephone: (018) 381 3025.
	�����������������������������������������������������������������������������K3 26/11

** Mahikeng Mail is ‘n onafhanklike, outonome en nie-politiese koerant, getrou aan sy roeping as waghond van die gemeenskap. Mahikeng Mail verbind homself tot billike en eerlike beriggewing van ‘n wye verskeidenheid nuusgebeure, waarin die belange van die gemeenskap die belangrikste kriteria is. Mahikeng Mail vereenselwig hom nie
noodwendig met menings wat uitgespreek word in artikels, rubrieke of lesersbriewe nie. Mahikeng Mail sal homself nie blootstel aan druk om materiaal te publiseer wat lasterlik, onwaar of ongeregverdig is nie en sal ook nie toegee aan druk om nuusmateriaal waarvan publikasie in die belang van die gemeenskap is, te verswyg of te versluier nie.
** Mahikeng Mail is an independent, autonomous and non-political newspaper, committed to its calling as watch-dog of the community. Mahikeng Mail is committed to fair and honest reporting on a wide range of issues in which the interests of the community are the primary criteria. The opinions expressed in articles, letters and columns are not
necessarily the opinion of Mahikeng Mail. We will not be forced to publish material that is defamatory, untrue or unjust and will not be tempted to conceal or suppress material that is in contrast with the interest of the community.
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Drowning one of the top unnatural
deaths among children
MAFIKENG MAIL- MAHIKENG:Consider this - Coastal incidents mostly involve 1090% of children who drown were under supervision. to-18 year olds. Inland incidents mostly
For every child that dies from drowning, five are left involve 2-to-8 year olds. Most kids are
with permanent brain damage. Toddlers are the most drawn to water like a moth to a flame.
vulnerable.
But these scary statistics should make
us as parents more aware of the necessary
precautions to prevent drowning. You can
keep your children safe in and near water
by following these simple water safety
guidelines: Safety around residential pools
and spas.
Fence it in. Surround your pool with a
fence that’s at least 1.2 meters tall.
Make sure the fences have no gaps wider
than 10cm, so kids can’t squeeze through.
Install self-closing and self-latching gates
with latches that are beyond a child’s reach.
And ask your neighbours to do the same.
Install alarms. If your house serves as
a fourth side of a fence around the pool,
install door alarms.
Add an underwater pool alarm that sounds
when something hits the water. Make sure
that you can hear the alarm inside the
house. Use a lockable safety cover on your
pool and spa and make sure that they are in
good working order.
Don’t allow water to collect on the top of
the cover. A toddler could drown in 2.5cm
of water. Empty inflatable pools after
every use. Remove ladders from aboveground pools. Keep your eyes peeled.
Children who are swimming – even in a
shallow toddler’s pool – should always be
supervised by an adult,
preferably one who
knows CPR.
The adult should be
within an armslength,
providing
“touch
supervision” whenever
infants, toddlers or
young children are

Vakatures Vakatures
Vacancies Vacancies

in or around water. Learn to swim and
teach your child how to swim. Remember
that swimming lessons won’t necessarily
prevent a child from drowning. Enforce
safety rules.
No running near the pool and no pushing
others under. Don’t allow your child to use
inflatable toys or mattresses in place of a
life jacket. They may deflate suddenly or
your child may slip off them into the water.
Keep emergency equipment handy. Have
a phone in the pool area with emergency
numbers clearly marked. Keep a safety ring
with a rope nearby at all times. Dams, lakes
and the sea - Swimming conditions in the
ocean, ponds or lakes can be unpredictable.
Never allow kids to swim without adult
supervision. Kids should always wear a
life-vest whenever in a boat or fishing. An
air-filled swimming aid is not a substitute.
Make sure that kids stay in designated
areas when swimming at the beach.
Toilets, bathtubs and buckets - Supervise
bath time. Never leave a child in the care
of another child. Drain the water from the
tub immediately after use. Shut toilet lids.
Consider installing childproof locks on
toilet lids. Store buckets safely.
Empty buckets and other containers after
use. Don’t leave them outside where they
might accumulate water. Parents often
assume they’ll hear their child splash or
cry if she falls into the water, but drowning
is usually quick and silent. Once a child’s
head goes under water, it only takes a few
minutes for her heart to stop and brain
damage to occur.
Lastly, ensure that you and the child
minders take a basic life support class. Of
course, even if you’re diligent about water
safety, accidents are still possible. But if
you follow these simple rules, you’ll help
to keep your kids safe in the water.
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Load-shedding can
disrupt cell signals
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: Sitting without electricity is bad enough. Not having cell phone coverage
during load-shedding just makes things worse.
But why is load-shedding leaving you without cell
The theft of batteries at base stations has compounded
signal?
the effects of load-shedding on mobile towers.
Battery theft at base stations, combined with insufficient
“The impact is far more significant due to theft and
charging times due to frequent load-shedding sessions can vandalism at MTN base stations, with over 800 batteries
cause mobile network towers to lose power, resulting in having been stolen between June and September this year,”
little or no cellular connectivity.
a spokesperson for MTN told My Broadband.
This causes frustration amongst residents who still wish
A spokesperson from Telkom also indicated that batteries
to communicate when their fixed-line connections go down are unable to recharge during frequent load-shedding,
due to power cuts. While mobile towers draw power from adding that it is more pronounced at sites with lead-acid
the electricity grid, all mobile network operators have batteries which take longer to charge.
contingencies for when their cellular base stations lose
Load-shedding also impacts the cooling system at
power.
Telkom’s network towers.
These include the installation of battery backups at
“Load-shedding compromises our cooling system,
mobile towers, but several factors impact their ability to which results in higher ambient
provide a reliable power source through power cuts.
temperatures inside our equipment
Factors such as equipment theft at base stations and an cabinet,
high
temperatures
inability for batteries to recharge to full capacity if the
compromise the life of batteries,”
time between load-shedding sessions is too short can cause
the spokesperson said.
towers to lose power.
A Vodacom spokesperson also
Battery back-up systems generally take 12-18 hours to
indicated
that mobile networks
recharge, while batteries have a capacity of about 6-12
suffer during load-shedding.
hours, depending on the site category.
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Redundant Asset
Clearance
BIDDING CLOSES:

Tue 30 Nov @ 10h30

on

whauctions.com

View: 29 Nov. Assets in various locations, see website for addresses
Deposit: R5,000 • Buyers Premium: 12% • Contact: Kim 082 460 5989

PPC Cement Slurry

Steel Hoist & Chain Drive Rollers, Shaft
Propeller, Bearing Sleeves, Switches,
Indicators, Valves, Oil, Fuel & Air Filters,
Unit & Signal Converters, Angular
Bearing Ball, Bearing Roller Elements,
Borfos Bars, Assorted Size Steel
Wheels, Electrical Components, V-Belts
& Spares, Pipes, Motors, Mill Liners,
Conveyor Belts etc.

PPC Cement Dwaalboom

Palletizer Hoist Unit, Electric Motors,
Power Supply Modules, Assorted
Electrical Components, Spares, V-Belts,
Rollers, Saddle, Shafts etc. Various
Officeware, IT Equipment & Appliances

See website for full list.
For more info call
Kim 082 460 5989

ZKDXFWLRQVFRP
WH Auctioneers (Pty) Ltd
Tel: 011 574 5700

IN CONJUNCTION WITH:

D E L I V E R I N G VA L U E T H R O U G H I N S I G H T.

Rules of auction comply with section 45 of the CPA, Act 68 of 2008.
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Commemorating
Restorative Justice
(RJ) Week

MAHIKENG MAIL

The Commemorating
Restorative Justice (RJ)
Week was held by Social
Development departmental
officials, stakeholders and
community members
who gathered around in
Wolmaransstad to reflect
and review on the RJ strategy
implemented in 2012.
Restorative Justice is a Social
Welfare programme that
aims to bring reconciliation
between an offender, victim
and community members with
the support and intervention
of relevant stakeholders such
as Correctional Services, SAPS
and NPO’s.

Prophet calls for water intake campaign
The Office of the Prophet would like to call on the Minister of Health Dr Joe Phahla and all Health
Mec’s in all the nine Provinces to launch and set up a campaign on Water intake, especially for the
period between September and February where the heat wave normally prevails and put more
pressure on the normal functioning of the kidneys
in removing toxic elements from the blood. That
pressure which kidneys operate under during the
prevalence of the heat wave demands the intake of lot
of water. Prophet OJ Mongala-Madikong, head of the
Office of the Prophet states, as a Divine Scientist on
human anatomy that the disease called dehydration
is normally ignored by Health Systems/institutions
including the World Health Organisation (WHO), even
though it is actually a silent killer disease as it renders
the kidneys powerless leading to kidney failure and
highten opportunistics attakers like high blood presure,
sugar diabetes, heart attack and even variants of
viruses
The Office of the Prophet wrote to the Minister of
Health in September 2021 requesting an audience with
him to disucuss issues of Health Education based on
Natural Immunity and also wrote to the North West
MEC Mr Madoda Sambatha in October 2021.
The response by Mr Joe Kgatla in the office of the
Minister is that the Minister is too busy and cannot
make time to meet the Prophet. Ms Motlalepula
Lekoma in the NW MEC office has promised to make
follow-up soon to push for an engagement between
the MEC and the Prophet as per the suggestion of the
MEC himself In the
meantime the Office
of the Prophet would
like to call on the
citizens to, at least,
take the minimum of
8 glasses of water per
day. Dehydration is
a silent killer. People
are encouraged to
take water regularly
and not to wait for
thirst to strike as
thirst is actually a
prostestation by the
immune system of
the body. One should
not wait for thirst to
manifest first and
then respond by
taking water. The
human body is made
up of close to 70%
of water and need
the flow thereof
on 24/7 basis. One
could rather frequent
use the private
room even at night
instead of suffering
the consequences of
dehydration due to

Robert Sehitlholo Magashula ‘Boregi,Rex’ of
Montshioa Stadt was born on 1940/06/06 and
died on 2021/11/18 of natural causes. The
funeral service will be held on 2021/11/27
at Montshioa Stadt at 06h30. For further
information contact Basi 0604576654/ Phenga
0823593165.
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Olebogeng Enerst Molefe of Lomanyaneng
Village was born on 1977/08/05 and died on
2021/11/18 due to unnatural causes. The
funeral service will be held on 2021/11/27 at
Lomanyaneng Village at 06h30. For further
information contact Tsholofelo Molefe
0608386299.

Sello Guilty Sechoaro of Bodibe Village was
born on 1961/03/19 and died on 2021/11/21 of
natural causes. The funeral service will be held
on 2021/11/27 at Bodibe at 07h00. For further
information contact 0799622196.

Goitsemang Naomi Dikokoe of House No.
10469 Lonely Park was born on 1964/02/10
and died on 2021/11/18 of natural causes. The
funeral service will be held on 2021/11/27 at
House No. 10469 Lonely Park at 07h00. For
further information contact Ipotseng Mokino
0829021149.

Sonamzi April Qinisa Labua of Dithakong East
Village was born on 1948/04/06 and died on
2021/11/13 of natural causes. The funeral
service will be held on 2021/11/27 at Dithakong
East Village at 07h00. For further information
contact Mandisa 0739380607/ Jeff 0721351607.

Mamakgetha Jeanett Mokaleng of 10489
Stumo Park was born on 1975/11/01 and died
on 2021/11/19 of natural causes. The funeral
service will be held on 2021/11/27 at 10489
Stumo Park at 07h00. For further information
contact 0635822138.

Elda Badiredi Mokgwasa of Magogoe
Tlhabologo was born on 1928/01/25 and died
on 2021/11/20 of natural causes. The funeral
service will be held on 2021/11/27 at Magogoe
Tlhabologo at 07h00. For further information
contact Lydia Wittes 0835056265.
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Online entries
open for Mr
Prime South
Africa and
Miss Prime
South Africa
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Health
awareness
campaign

The Department of Sport visited
Moshawane village to conduct
an awareness campaign on
sports, healthy lifestyle for
children and conducted a no to
drugs and abuse campaign over
the weekend. The department
was joined by the Moshawane
cycling club with lots of
activities that started with
a 3km fun walk and cycling,
aerobics and playing different
indigenous games like kgati,
diketo, morabaraba and tug of
war. The purpose of the event
was also to teach children
about drug abuse and Gender
based violence.

MAHIKENG
MAILM A H I K E N G :
Online Entries are officially
open for the second time for
Mr Prime South Africa   from
the ages of between 19 to 32,
Miss Prime South Africa  from
19 to 28 years-old , Mr Teen
Prime South Africa  from  the
ages of 13 to 18 and Miss Teen
Prime South Africa  from 13 to
18.
The new leg of the event will
be held next year in May and
expected to draw the attention
of huge number of lasses. The
main aim of the event is to
assist fighting social ills in our
communities especially those
who are dealing with abuse,
peer pressure, and substance
abuse among other.
Winning this competition
does not automatically promote
one to glitz and glamour it’s
a chance to make a mark for
themselves by being good role
models.
Online auditions will start
from today (Thursday) until
December 18. For a person to
enter he or she must send a half
picture at lescomolamu@gmail.
com or you can WhatsApp
your picture at 079 025 8091.
Judges will judge them and will
respond to those who made it to
the Final round.
The winners will represent
South Africa Internationally.
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Innocentia‘s livestream concert

Innocentia Sibi
performing
during the
Livestream
concert

Moopa Nelson Mmulutsi

Busisiwe Ngidi

26 NOVEMBER 2021
MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: Mmabatho
Palms Casino and Resort have opened their doors
once more after the fire devastation that nearly took
down the iconic entertainment and leisure destination.
They cemented their comeback by hosting Innocentia
Sibi Livestream Concert which was attended by fans
from as far as Gauteng, Free State and Botswana to attend
the concert.
Innocentia Sibi a former top 10 SA Idols finalist and
educator from Khuma near Klerksdorp, expressed her
gratitude for the overwhelming support she received from
the people of Mahikeng and the country at large.
She said that people who missed the live show have
nothing to worry about as it premiers on all her social
media platforms facebook, instagram, YouTube and
tik-tok on her handles @ innocentia sibi on Thursday,
(Today) at 7pm.
She also indicated that she will be coming back to
Mahikeng for more events that she has been billed
to perform during the upcoming festive season. The
event featured the supporting artists including as
Tshepiso Mpotle, multi Satma award winning, Chomza,
Keitumetse Monye, Boipelo Njiji, Nelson The Greatest
and Busi Ngidi.
Scores of fans in attendance said they were looking
forward to see Innocentia at more events of this calibre
in the coming weeks.

The biggest
charity day
MAFIKENG MAIL- MAHIKENG: On
November 30, charities across South Africa will be
looking to catch the customary wave of goodwill
surrounding Giving Tuesday, a global end-ofyear movement to support charitable causes and
communities.
Giving Tuesday operates as an independent
non-profit organisation in partnership with a
global network of leaders, communities, generous
individuals and partners – including GivenGain, a
leading global online fundraising platform for charity.
In 2012, an annual grassroots day of giving
originated under the Giving Tuesday banner, growing
to inspire volunteering initiatives, fundraising
campaigns and events in over 70 countries in recent
years. Last year, almost $2.5bn was raised on Giving
Tuesday in the US alone. Taking place directly after
the shopping fests of Black Friday and Cyber Monday,
the movement encourages the public to give back in
the form of donations and time to those most in need.
“Giving Tuesday is a much-needed initiative to
promote cross-border fundraising and other forms
of relief after the widespread impact of COVID-19,”
said Jannie Smith, regional manager, sub-Saharan
Africa at GivenGain.
“It’s become more important than ever to show
up for our communities when so many people have
been isolated from their normal support networks.
We’re looking forward to supporting more charities
than ever this year in meeting the needs of those
they care for,” Smith said.Through GivenGain’s
cross-border capabilities, South African charities
with Giving Tuesday campaigns are right now being
supported by donors from all parts of the world.
One of the many inspiring charities, Made for More,
raised funds for a new sustainable community centre
in Durban, supporting people living with disabilities.
The purpose-built, state of the art building is the first
of its kind to run inclusive sport activities, training,
counselling, leadership camps and employment
opportunities. Another successful participating charity
is The South African Wildlife College, whose Giving
Tuesday campaign raised nearly $10,000. These
funds were enough to provide medical aid to their K9
unit of 30 anti-poaching dogs for a whole year.
Further afield, Giving Tuesday is making an
impact in communities of all sizes. In the Philippines,
individuals, partners and organisations came together
to distribute 500,000 meals to families living in urban
slums. And thousands of miles away in Ireland,
Hands4Unity ran a Giving Tuesday campaign to
provide free hot meals to families affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic. This year, GivenGain has
again teamed up with Giving Tuesday to equip
charities with all the fundraising resources they need –
from structured timelines, writing guides, event ideas
and captivating case studies. The starter pack enables
charities to get their campaign up and running quickly,
and ready to share in just a few clicks. They can also
track the live progress of their fundraising total using
GivenGain’s streamlined dashboards.
“We encourage participating charities to maximise
the potential of Giving Tuesday by actively sharing
their campaign pages to their networks and spreading
the word about this global movement of giving,” said
Smith. As well as guiding charities on how to attract
support from large corporates, this downloadable and
completely free fundraising pack is an essential toolkit
for individuals and companies organising fundraising
initiatives throughout the year.
Smith continues: “We’re incredibly proud to
continue supporting Giving Tuesday and play our part
in this global generosity movement. It started as such
a simple idea but demonstrates the power of people to
overcome adversity and help those in need, whether
the recipient is a close neighbour or a complete
stranger. Giving Tuesday has enabled this time of
year to become a season of selfless giving, even when
many consumers are spending more.”
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MAHIKENG MAIL-MAHIKENG: Carling
Black Label’s #NoExcuse hosted an experiential
launch for their “Bride Armour” campaign at
The Venue in Melrose Arch.
The campaign insight was one in three women
experience intimate partner violence (IPV),
with women facing abuse at the hands of a man
who vowed to love and protect them. Therefore,
#NoExcuse believes that the time has come for
men to make a new vow; a vow to love, protect
and NEVER ABUSE a woman.
To drive this narrative, ahead of 16 Days of
Activism; The Bride Armour campaign will
spotlight IPV and the gown will be a symbolic
representation of how a woman going in to
marriage needs to protect herself from her intimate
partner.
#NoExcuse partnered with the renowned avantgarde fashion designer, Suzaan Heyns, to create
the bridal gown designed using data from cases
of IPV shared by Lifeline (with the consent of the
victims). In a moving fashion film showcased at
the launch event, viewers could hear the women
narrate their experiences while scenic viewers of a
bride preparing for a wedding, starkly contrasted
by the graphic audio recordings of the women.
The event commenced with a showcase of
men’s suits displayed on the runway, juxtaposed
by a model wearing the Bride Armour gown.
From the bulletproof bodice to the fire-resistant
train, every stitch, layer and seam of the gown has
been carefully placed to demonstrate the brutality
experienced by women at the hands of their
intimate partners.
This display was followed by panel discussions
facilitated by Medical Doctor and media
personality, Dr Musa Mthombeni. The panel
consisted of a representative from Lifeline;

Dean Burmester

There is #noexcuse –

make “bride armour” a thing of the past

Nomsa Papale who spoke about the organisation’s
partnership with #NoExcuse.
He further elaborated on the stories from
Lifeline used to curate one story and ultimately the
Bride Armour gown. Nicola Cooper who worked
closely with Suzaan Heyns was also part of the
panel to discuss the Bride Armour gown – a story
of beauty and brutality. GQ’s editor-in-Chief,
Molife Kumona spoke about why GQ saw it as an
impactful and fitting campaign to join.
The second panel consisted of influential
couples; Lerato and Phetola Makhetha; Kabelo
and Gail Mabalane as well as newlyweds, Dr
Musa and his wife, Liesl Laurie-Mthombeni. They

Burmester
heads to
Joburg Open
hungry for
more success

MAHIKENG
MAIL-MAHIKENG:
Dean
Burmester will hope to keep his incredible endof-year form going as he returns to South Africa
this week for a Joburg Open at Randpark Golf
Club that marks the start of a new season for the
DP World Tour, and with the hosting Sunshine
Tour also welcoming back fans to this event.
In May, Burmester claimed his second victory on
what was formerly the European Tour and is now
the DP World Tour. In the last few weeks he’s won
the South African PGA Championship and arrived
in Johannesburg fresh off his tied sixth finish in the
DP World Tour Championship last weekend.
And he’s determined to keep pushing for another
victory before the year ends, especially one on
home soil.
“I never enter an event if I don’t think I can win
it,” said Burmester.
“It’s been a fantastic year and hopefully it can
continue and I can keep showing this kind of form.
I’m working hard because I just want to give my
family a great life thanks to this career in golf that
I have.”
Burmester has high hopes for these next three
weeks in South Africa, including this week’s Joburg
Open followed by the South African Open and the
Alfred Dunhill Championship.
“If I can show any of the form I’m showing now,
then hopefully I can contend in not just one event
but hopefully a couple of them.
“But in general, the whole team at the Sunshine
Tour, the sponsors and the South African
government have done a great job to get these three
events to be played. I know it’s difficult times, and
from a player’s perspective we love playing in front
of our home crowds and this is another opportunity
where we get three chances. I think all the South
Africans are excited to come home and give it their
best shot and hopefully keep all these trophies in
South Africa.”
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all shared their thoughts on GBV and spoke about
why they support the #NoExcuse movement.
Father-A-Nation’s Craig Wilkinson was the final
member of the panel, providing insight in to the
work #NoExcuse has been doing in communities.
Speaking about the campaign and what the
brand is hoping to achieve, Carling Black Label
Brand Director said; “Our ultimate goal for
this campaign is to re-write wedding vows to
acknowledge the promise to never harm your
partner – a commitment that all South Africans
can make to oppose domestic violence. We are
petitioning the Department of Home Affairs to
amend the current wedding vow to include this
commitment that all South Africans can make
when they get married to oppose gender-based
violence,” said Rust.
“We believe that through partnering with
government, we can play a pivotal role in
supporting efforts to create awareness of GBV
throughout the year. We acknowledge that social

ills of this magnitude require intensive work to
turn around and initiatives such as the #NoExcuse
have covered impressive grounds in the impact
it has made in raising awareness of this plight in
society,” said Zoleka Lisa, SAB’s Vice President
of Corporate Affairs.
As a constant reminder of the vow, the six
Virtues of a Champion Man will go on pack to
drive the #NoExcuse messaging throughout the
year. To sign the #NoExcuse petition visit change.
org/noexcuse, sign the petition and make the vow
a reality.
As SA’s most awarded beer, Carling Black
Label acknowledges and understands its position
as a beacon of masculinity and uses this influence
to empower South African men to positively
impact society.
The #NoExcuse movement was launched in
2017 and is aimed at driving awareness, creating
conversations, and providing tools for people to
take positive action as means of driving change.
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By Vusi Kama

Young boxers to represent North West at
national tournament

AA young boxer gets a taste of winning during the provincial tournament
held in Rustenburg the past weekend.

MAHIKENG MAIL-RUSTENBURG: About
25 young boxers from the North West will
be hoping to put on an even more stellar
performance in December when they represent
the province at a national tournament in
Gqeberha, Eastern Cape.
The boys and girls will be competing in the
Cadets (12 – 14 years) and Juniors (15 and 16
years) in the December 14-18 tournament under
the auspices of the South African National
Amateur Boxing Organisation (Sanabo), with the
support of the Department of Arts, Culture, Sports
and Recreation (Acsr).
In the previous instalment of the event in
Limpopo (2019), the North West scooped overall
second place in Cadets and third in juniors.
They also romped home with the Boxer of the
Tournament Award, through Olona Kolo.
The North West boxers were chosen from
a provincial tournament that took place last
Saturday in Rustenburg, where all four Districts
were represented.
The Rustenburg event comprised 28 bouts
among young boys and girls, vying for a ticket to
the coastal city.
“The tournament in Rustenburg and the
provincial selections mark important milestones
in our quest to bring boxing back to life in the
Province,’’ said Acsr MEC, Virgina Tlhapi.
“Rustenburg was the second in a fourdestination series of tournaments to revive boxing
in the North West. The first one was in Dr Kenneth
Kaunda. Beyond the national event, we are setting
our eyes on Dr Ruth Mompati and Ngaka Modiri
Molema Districts.
“We wish our boys and girls well in their quest
for glory in the Eastern Cape. Given the size of
our Province, one could safely say they punch
above their weight. We all hope they will keep
or even improve on the high standards they set in
Limpopo two years ago. Through them, we hope
to produce boxers in the calibre of the late Norman
‘’Pangaman’’ Sekgapane,”said Tlhapi.

Bezuidenhout relishing SA Open return
MAHIKENG MAIL - MAHIKENG: Christiaan
Bezuidenhout will achieve another milestone in his already
impressive career when he makes his first title defence as
a defending champion in this December’s South African
Open at Sun City’s Gary Player Country Club.
Bezuidenhout won last year’s South African Open in
a golden summer for him in which he also won the Alfred
Dunhill Championship at Leopard Creek.
The PGA Tour campaigner said he’s particularly looking
forward to returning to Sun City and defending his title from
December 2 to 5.
“It was really special to tick the goal of winning the South
African Open. I came close to winning it in 2016, but it
wasn’t my time then. To have done it last year and put my
name on that trophy alongside so many of my golf idols is
amazing. This will be the first tournament in my career where
I’m defending so I’m really looking forward to it. I really like
the golf course and the atmosphere at Sun City”.
Bezuidenhout will be joined in the field by fellow PGA
Tour campaigner Dylan Frittelli, who finished third behind
Bezuidenhout last year, former South African Open champion
Brandon Stone, Hennie Otto, Richard Sterne and James
Kingston, and a wealth of Sunshine Tour and European Tour
champions this year.
Bezuidenhout said he believes strongly in coming back to
support the Sunshine Tour events, and particularly the second
oldest national Open in golf.
“It’s always important to give back in this game and to
never forget where you come from, and the path you took to
get where you are now. I will always go out of my way to try
and support the South African events as best as I can”.

Boxers in action.

Christiaan Bezuidenhout
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